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Abstract

Depth information is a vital component for perception of the 3D structure of vehicle's 
surroundings in the autonomous scenario. Ubiquity and relatively low cost of camera equipment
make image-based depth estimation very attractive compared to employment of the specialised 
sensors. Classical image-based depth estimation approaches typically rely on multi-view 
geometry, requiring alignment and calibration between multiple image sources, which is both 
cumbersome and error-prone. In contrast, single images lack both temporal information and 
multi-view correspondences. Also, depth information is lost in projection from the 3D world to a 
2D image during the image formation process, making single image depth estimation problem 
ill-posed. In recent years, Deep Learning-based approaches have been widely proposed for 
single image depth estimation. The problem is typically tackled in a supervised manner, 
requiring access to image data with pixel-wise depth information. Acquisition of large amounts 
of such data that is both varied and accurate, is a laborious and costly task. As an alternative, a 
number of self-supervised approaches exist showing that it is possible to train models 
performing single image depth estimation using synchronized stereo image-pairs or sequences 
of monocular images instead of depth labeled data.

This thesis investigates the self-supervised approach utilizing sequences of monocular images, 
by training and evaluating one of the state-of-the-art methods on both the popular public KITTI 
dataset and the data of the host company, Scania. A number of extensions are implemented for
the method of choice, namely addition of weak supervision with velocity data, employment of 
geometry consistency constraints and incorporation of a self-attention mechanism. Resulting 
models showed good depth estimation performance for major components of the scene, such 
as nearby roads and buildings, however struggled at further ranges, and with dynamic objects 
and thin structures.

Minor qualitative and quantitative improvements in performance were observed with introduction
of geometry consistency loss and mask, as well as the self-attention mechanism. Qualitative 
improvements included the models' enhanced ability to identify clearer object boundaries and 
better distinguish objects from their background. Geometry consistency loss also proved to be 
informative in low-texture regions of the image and resolved artifacting behaviour that was 
observed when training models on Scania's data. Incorporation of the supervision of predicted 
translations using velocity data has proved to be effective at enforcing the metric scale of the 
depth network's predictions. However, a risk of overfitting to such supervision was observed 
when training on Scania's data. In order to resolve this issue, velocity-supervised fine-tuning 
procedure is proposed as an alternative to velocity-supervised training from scratch, resolving 
the observed overfitting issue while still enabling the model to learn the metric scale. Proposed 
fine-tuning procedure was effective even when training models on the KITTI dataset, where no 
overfitting was observed, suggesting its general applicability.
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Sammanfattning

Djupinformationen är en viktig komponent för uppfattningen av 3D-strukturen av fordonets omgivning
i ett autonomt scenario. Tillgängligheten och relativt l̊aga kostnader för kamerautrustningen gör
bildbaserade djupuppskattningsmetoder mycket attraktiva jämfört med tillämpning av specialiserade
sensorer. Klassiska bildbaserade djupestimeringsmetoder byggs vanligtvis p̊a geometriska förh̊allanden
mellan flera vyer av en scen. Detta kräver kalibrering mellan flera bildkällor, vilket b̊ade är
besvärligt och benäget för fel. Däremot saknar enstaka bilder tidsinformation och korrespondenser
med flera vyer. Dessutom förluras djupinformationen i projicering fr̊an 3D-världen till en 2D-bild
när bilden formas, vilket gör estimeringen av djupinformationen utifr̊an en enda bild problematisk.

Under de senaste åren har framförallt Deep Learning-baserade metoder föreslagits för uppgiften
att estimera djupet fr̊an enstaka bilder. Problemet hanteras vanligtvis p̊a ett övervakat sätt,
vilket kräver åtkomsten till bilddata märkt med den pixelmässiga djupinformationen. Att inhämta
stora mängder av s̊adan information som är b̊ade varierad och korrekt är dock en mödosam och
kostsam uppgift i sig. Som ett alternativ finns det ett antal självövervakade tillvägag̊angssätt
som visar att det är möjligt att träna modeller som utför djupestimering fr̊an en enstak bild via
träning p̊a synkroniserade stereobildpar eller sekvenser av monokulära bilder, utan att behöva
ha djupmärkt träningsdata. Istället för att formulera den pixelmässiga djupestimeringen som ett
regressionsproblem över den existerande djupinformationen, erh̊aller de självövervakade metoderna
uppskattningar av djupet som en biprodukt av vysyntesproceduren. Ena bilden i antingen stereoparet
eller paret av tidsmässigt p̊a varandra följande bilder i en monokulär video återskapas utifr̊an den
andra. Detta kräver djupinformationen i syfte att projecera pixlar fr̊an ena bilden till den andra.
Som konsekvens beror kvaliten av den återskapade bilden p̊a den estimerade djupet. Detta till̊ater
träningen av djupestimerande neurala nätverk genom optimering av kvaliten av den synteserade
bilden jämfört med originalen, d̊a nätvärket m̊aste lära sig att estimera ett bättre djup för att
kunna höja kvaliten av bildsyntesen.

Detta arbete undersöker det självövervakade tillvägag̊angssättet som använder sig av sekvenserna av
bilder fr̊an en monokulär kamera, genom att träna och utvärdera en av de toppmoderna metoderna
p̊a b̊ade den populära offentliga KITTI dataset samt data fr̊an värdföretaget Scania. Vidare, har
ett antal tillägg implementerats för den valda metoden, nämligen användning av svag övervakning
med hastighetsdata, tilläg av ytterligare begränsningar som förstärker den geometriska konsistensen
mellan uppskattningarna, samt införandet av självuppmärksamhetsmekanismen. Resulterande modeller
fungerade vär när det gäller scenens huvudkomponenter, nämligen närliggande vägar och byggnader,
men prestandan försämras p̊a längre avst̊and, liksom i fallen med dynamiska objekt och tunna
strukturer.

Mindre kvalitativa och kvantitativa prestandaförbättringar observerades i samband med introduktionen
av geometri-konsistensbegränsningar och självuppmärksamhetsmekanismen. Kvalitativa förbättringar
manifesterade sig främst i form av modellernas förm̊aga att tydligare identifiera objektgränser och
bättre skilja objekt fr̊an deras bakgrund. Särskilt geometri-konsistensförlusten har visat sig vara
informativ i de omr̊aden av bilden som har l̊ag textur och där det huvudsakliga utseendemässiga
m̊alet av det självövervakade djupestimeringsramverket kan vara tvetydig. Detta kunde lösa det
artefakterande beteendet som observerades vid träning av modeller p̊a Scanias data.

Införandet av övervakningen av estimerade förflyttningar med hjälp av hastighetsdata har visat sig
vara effektiv för att genomdriva den metriska skalan för djupnätverkets uppsakattningar. En risk



för överanpassning till s̊adan övervakning observerades dock under träning av modeller p̊a Scanias
data. För att lösa detta problem har hastighetsövervakad finjusteringsprocedur föreslagits som ett
alternativ till träning med hastighetsövervakning fr̊an grunden. Detta tillvägag̊angssätt kunde lösa
det observerade överanpassningsproblemet och fortfarande göra det möjligt för modellen att lära
sig att utföra uppskattningar p̊a den metriska skalan. Det föreslagna finjusteringsförfarande var
effektiv även vid träning av modeller p̊a KITTI dataset där ingen överpassning observerades, vilket
tyder p̊a dess allmänna tillämplighet.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

It is hard to overstate the importance of robust and accurate perception of surrounding environment
in the context of autonomous driving. To this end, autonomous vehicles are being equipped with
a multitude of sensors with different modalities, such as cameras, LiDARs, radars, GPS, IMU
etc. The information collated from these sensors provide a view and understanding of a vehicle’s
surroundings necessary to chart a safe course of action in the autonomous setting. When it comes
to the correct assessment of the geometry and 3D structure of surroundings, depth information is a
key ingredient. Humans have the ability to coarsely perceive depths from observations of the scene
subconsciously, by utilizing monocular cues such as an objects’ relative size, perspective, occlusions,
shading, and most importantly due to the visual cortex’s ability to perform stereopsis [1]. However,
in the autonomous scenario, depth has to be obtained by means of dedicated, often costly, sensors
or through passive techniques utilizing image-based models.

Depth estimation from an image is one of the fundamental tasks of computer vision with a multitude
of applications in the field of autonomous driving, ranging from obstacle avoidance and navigation,
to localization and mapping of environment. With cameras being ubiquitous and relatively cheap,
image-based depth estimation can inexpensively compliment the dedicated sensors, improving
robustness and redundancy in the perception systems. The problem is, however, not trivial since
depth information is lost during the formation of a 2D image of the 3D environment, and general
approaches such as stereo-vision[2] and Structure from Motion[3] typically rely on feature correspondences
between multiple images, presenting a trade-off between the density and quality of predictions and
the associated computational costs. In addition, obtaining multiple images portraying the same
scene with both sufficient overlap and base is not trivial under the real-time requirement and
restricted movement options in a driving scenario, a limitation that can be overcome by predicting
depth from single images.

Monocular depth estimation(MDE) is a task of estimating a dense pixel-wise depth map from a
given single RGB image. The problem is ill-posed because a single 2D image can originate from an
infinite amount of distinct 3D scenes, an issue known as monocular shape and scale ambiguities.
Early approaches did not tackle the MDE problem directly, but rather as a sub-task of a 3D
reconstruction problem, making strong assumptions about the structure of a scene and relying on
hand-crafted features[4][5][6][7]. Recently, Deep Learning techniques utilizing Convolutional Neural

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

Networks(CNNs) have been widely proposed for the task. The problem is generally approached
in a supervised manner, where models learn to make inferences based on pixel-wise ground-truth
depth information[8][9][10]. However, collecting large amounts of varied and accurate depth-labeled
data is a costly and laborious challenge on its own. As an alternative, a number of self-supervised
approaches have arisen, showing that it is possible to train models to perform monocular depth
estimation utilizing synchronized stereo image-pairs[11][12] or sequences of monocular images[13][14]
[15][16] for training without labeled data. Between these two, self-supervised methods trained with
monocular videos constitute the most promising approach to bypass the ground-truth acquisition
challenge since they do not even require a synchronized and calibrated multi-camera setup, offering
an immense potential for scalability due to the ubiquity of sufficient camera equipment and consequently
wide-spread availability of training data.

Thesis Objective

The main objective of this work is to aid the host company, Scania, in investigating the potential
for establishment of a monocular camera-based depth estimation pipeline by training and evaluating
self-supervised monocular depth estimation models on data from the company’s concept autonomous
vehicle, and to implement a number of extensions that could improve model performance and
resolve some of the shortcomings. As a sanity check of the performance, models are also trained
and evaluated on the widely-used public KITTI[17] dataset.

Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2 presents some background knowledge regarding image formation and covers the
related work in the field of monocular depth estimation

• Chapter 3 describes the general self-supervised MDE framework, gives a more detailed
overview of the specific self-supervised methods and their extensions considered in this thesis,
as well as provides implementation details and describes the data-processing steps used to
form Scania’s dataset

• Chapter 4 covers the performed training experiments and discusses the obtained results

• Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and provides recommendations for future work



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter presents background information relating to image formation as well as a literature
review on the topic of monocular depth estimation.

2.1 Image formation and the pinhole camera model

Cameras perform mapping between the 3D space and 2D image, and the simplest formulation of
an image taken by a camera is the pinhole camera model. The main underlying mechanism behind
this model is the central projection, where from a fixed point in space (center of projection), a ray is
drawn to each point in 3D space. These rays will then intersect a plane chosen to lie some distance
away from the center of projection, the image plane, forming the images of the points on this plane.
Despite its simplicity, this model agrees reasonably well with how actual cameras work, where a
ray of light from a 3D point in the world passes through a lens and hits the film or the sensor
circuit, producing an image of that point. Although in reality, an upside-down image is formed on
the plane behind the cameras center of projection, it is common to instead show a virtual image
plane in front of the center for a more intuitive depiction of the process.

Figure 2.1: Image from [18]. Illustration of the pinhole camera model.

3
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As can be observed in Figure 2.1, illustration of the formation of the image of a point using the
pinhole camera model, a 3D point expressed in the coordinate system with origin at the projection
center is being mapped to the coordinates

ximage = f
X

Z
yimage = f

Y

Z

on the image plane, where the distance f from the projection centre to the image plane is referred
to as the focal length, the line perpendicular to the image plane and passing through the center of
projection C is called the principal line, and the point p at which the principal line intersects
the image plane is referred to as the principal point. In practice, however, the origin of the
film/sensor reference frame is typically chosen to be the top left corner and not at the principal
point. Additionally, the vertical and horizontal pixel dimensions, and consequentially the scales
in corresponding directions, are not necessarily the same. In order to account for these factors,
coordinates in the image plane are adjusted to obtain the pixel coordinates in the sensor reference
frame as

upix = fx
X

Z
+ cx vpix = fy

Y

Z
+ cy (2.1)

where (cx , cy) are the coordinates of the principal point p in the sensor’s frame, and fx with fy
are the focal lengths in respective direction.

Homogeneous coordinates

Homogeneous coordinate representation is often used in the context of projective geometry. It
simplifies the mathematical notation compared to using the Cartesian coordinate system, allowing
chains of coordinate transformations to be represented as a series of matrix multiplications. Homogeneous
coordinates of a point, 

x
y
z
1

 =


ωx
ωy
ωz
ω

 ∀ ω 6= 0,

are defined only up to a scale factor, that is an object with a homogeneous coordinate X can also
be described as ωX, ω 6= 0, and the case of ω = 0 corresponds to a point at infinity.

Intrinsic and extrinsic matrices

With the help of homogeneous coordinates, transformation in Equation 2.1 can be written in a
matrix form as

xpix =

uv
1

 =

fx 0 cx 0
0 fy cy 0
0 0 1 0



X
Y
Z
ω

 = K
[
I | 0

]
xcam, (2.2)

where

K =

fx s cx
0 fy cy
0 0 1
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is so called intrinsic, or calibration, camera matrix [18], since all of its parameters are solely decided
by the internal structure of the camera. It describes the relationship between the point in the
camera’s reference frame and its pixel coordinates in the image. The skew parameter s is included
for added generality, however it is typically zero for most digital cameras.

In a more general case where the world and camera coordinate systems are not aligned, the mapping
between a point in the world reference frame and its pixel coordinates can be formulated as

xpix = T pix
camT

cam
worldxworld = T pix

cam

[
R −RC
0 1

]
Xworld

Yworld

Zworld

1


where T cam

world is the extrinsic camera matrix, consisting of cameras position C and orientation R in
the external(world) reference frame, and T pix

cam is the transformation to the pixel reference frame
earlier described in Equation 2.2.

2.2 Related work

The computer vision methods for acquisition of depth information can generally be thought to
be comprised of two main categories: active and passive methods. Active methods build upon a
basic principle of sending controlled energy beams and then tracking and processing the reflected
energy by means of employing specialized sensors that utilize such principles as structured light,
laser scanning and Time of Flight. In turn, passive methods aim to recover depth information
from images, typically relying on the multi-view geometry. Passive methods are more convenient,
flexible, and often have lower hardware requirements and associated costs. In recent years, Deep
Learning-based approaches have gained a lot of traction when handling the image-based depth
estimation problem.

2.2.1 Non-deep learning approaches

Classical image-based depth estimation approaches utilize multi-view geometry constraints and
feature correspondences, relying on pairs or sequences of images and cross-view feature matching.
As a representative method, one may consider the stereo-vision[2]. Inspired by the way humans
perceive depth from positional differences observed in image-pairs captured by our eyes, they mimic
the process with two cameras separated by some distance. The simplest scenario illustrating the
general concept of stereo-vision can is presented in Figure 2.2.

Choosing the left camera as the reference point, and having the image xleft of the point P in the
left view and its counterpart xright in the right one, stereo disparity can be defined as the horizontal
displacement(in pixels) along the image plane between the two:

d = xleft − xright = f
X

Z
− f X − b

Z
= f

b

Z
(2.3)

where the baseline distance b and focal length f are known. Due to the inverse relationship observed
in Equation 2.3, disparity is sometimes referred to as inverse depth. Consequentially, if disparity
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the stereo-vision concept.

has been obtained, one is able to solve for depth Z of the point P as

Z = f
b

d
,

re-framing the problem of depth estimation as the problem of establishing dense pixel-wise correspondences
between two stereo-images. This example depicts the ideal scenario, where both cameras’ principal
axes are aligned, meaning that the relative position of cameras can be described with a simple
horizontal translation. In a more general case, stereo methods require calibration between the
cameras, a process that can be both cumbersome and prone to errors. Having the calibration at
hand, image pairs are typically rectified to enable more efficient utilization of epipolar geometry for
the feature correspondence search by limiting the search space from 2D to horizontal scanlines.

The main challenge for the stereo methods, however, is finding the correspondences between the
images. These correspondences are typically represented in a form of disparity field that maps
points in the reference(by convention left) image to a point in the opposite image in such a manner
that a chosen similarity measure between the two is maximized. This correspondence search can be
especially challenging in the regions of an image with repeating patterns, low texture or occlusions.

Stereo-vision algorithms can be considered to be a specific case of more general methods for recovery
of 3D information from a sequence of images, referred to as Structure from Motion(SfM)[3]. Unlike
the stereo methods, where transformation between the images is known from calibration, SfM
methods estimate the motion between the views in addition to scene structure. However, as can be
observed in e.g. Equation 2.1, the depth-scale information in the image is lost during the projection.
Since it is not re-introduced through the known transformation between the views as in the case
of stereo methods (through means of the baseline distance), SfM methods suffer from monocular
scale ambiguity[19].
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Single image depth estimation (SIDE), or alternatively monocular depth estimation (MDE), is an
inverse problem of recovering the 3D information from a single image that is ill-posed due to the
fact that an infinite amount of 3D scenes can lead to the same 2D projection. The early learning-
based approaches did not address the SIDE problem directly, but rather as a sub-task of the 3D
reconstruction. The first work, to the best of our knowledge, attempting to directly tackle the
SIDE problem is by Saxena et al.[20], further improved upon by Saxena et al. in [4], and can be
considered a precursor to the early deep leaning-based methods. Making the assumption that the
scene consists of planar segments, they superpixelate the image and infer the depth based on a
number of hand-crafted features using the Markov Random Field(MRF) trained in a supervised
manner.

Karsch et al. [5] proposed a non-parametric depth sampling method, suggesting that similarity in
features of RGB images likely implies similarity of corresponding depth values. Having a dataset
of images with corresponding depth maps, they find a number of images similar to the query image
in RGB domain, whose depth maps are then warped to the query image and merged to form the
final prediction. This approach, however, requires a dataset diverse enough to have data similar to
all potential inputs, as well as access to the entire dataset at inference time.

2.2.2 Deep learning-based monocular depth estimation

One of the pioneering and trend-setting works in the field of Deep Learning-based monocular depth
estimation is the work of Eigen et al.[8]. They formulate the problem as a pixel-wise regression
task solved with the help of a two-stage DNN stack, a global Coarse and local Fine networks.
The Coarse network consists of a set of convolutional layers followed by a number of dense, fully-
connected layers. Its aim is to utilize an image’s global context in order to produce a ”coarse”
prediction for the image as a whole. The second, Fine, network in the stack is fully-convolutional.
It receives the ”coarse” prediction together with the original image and refines it, incorporating
the local information through the means of convolutions. The framework is trained in a supervised
manner, taking a single image and its depth as input. They further improve the framework in [21],
also demonstrating its applicability to estimation of surface normals and semantic labels in addition
to depth.

In order to learn the mapping between the pixel of an image and the corresponding depth, Laina
et al.[9] proposed a fully convolutional architecture based on ResNet50[22]. They introduced the
up-projection block, which performs up-sampling of the input features and, inspired by ResNets
residual block[22], incorporated a skip-connection that facilitated the flow of information through
the network. The final fully-connected and prediction layers of ResNet were replaced by a chain of
up-projection blocks, forming an encoder-decoder structure. Compared to using the fully connected
layers, it enabled a deeper architecture that produces higher-resolution predictions while also being
faster and more memory efficient due to having a lesser number of parameters.

Fu et al.[23] argued that regression of the exact depth is too hard of an objective to train with, and
formulate the MDE task as ordinal regression problem. They split the depth range of predictions
into a number of thresholds, and make use of a multi-headed network, with each network head being
responsible for one of the thresholds. The framework was trained to solve a binary classification task,
where each network head predicts whether a given pixel is closer or further than the corresponding
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threshold.

Bhat et al.[10] generalized the MDE-as-classification idea further by noting that the target depth
distributions vary from image to image and argued that this fact should be accounted for. Similar to
[23], they estimated a pixel-wise probability of a pixel falling into the corresponding range, however,
rather then splitting the prediction depth range into a set of fixed intervals(bins) common for the
whole dataset, they proposed a concept of adaptive bins. Aside from the depth, their framework also
estimated the depth range of the scene by learning to perform the said depth-range discretization
on per-image basis. This is further leveraged as an additional source of supervision by incorporation
of the Chamfer distance[24] between the centers of estimated bins and the ground-truth depths into
the training loss. Following the recent developments in the field of Deep Learning, they included
a variant of a Vision Transformer[25] into their network architecture in order to efficiently apply
attention mechanism to a higher resolution feature tensors.

Arguing that due to a large variation of the depth ranges in scenes from unstructured environments
estimation of absolute depth is too challenging for the model to perform in the wild, whilst collection
of datasets with both dense depth annotations and diversity sufficient to enable good generalization
would be problematic and costly, Chen et al.[26][27] and Xian et al.[28] turned their efforts to
prediction of the relative depth, introducing both methods and datasets for the task.

Garg et al.[11] proposed a self-supervised framework where solution of the MDE problem is obtained
as a byproduct of view-synthesis task. They used stereo image-pairs during training and their
network predicted the disparity for one of the images which, with the help of known calibration
between the cameras, was further used to synthesize the opposite image in the pair. Using the
quality of the synthesized image compared to the original as the supervision signal, the framework
was able to learn to estimate the depth of the image without the need for depth-labeled training
data.

Godard et al.[12] further improved upon the approach of [11] by introducing left-right consistency
as an additional constraint. Using rectified binocular image-pairs for training, their network
predicted both left and right disparity maps while only looking at one of the images in the pair.
Having disparities for both images, they then synthesized both images from each other, using
the reconstruction quality as supervision. The framework was further improved by penalizing
differences between the left and right disparity maps when having projected one onto another,
enforcing consistency in predictions for further regularization during training.

Zhou et al.[13] apply the self-supervised approach of [11][12] to monocular videos, making the
framework purely monocular since stereo image data is no longer required for training. Rather than
using depth predicted by the network to synthesize opposite stereo-view, it is used to synthesize
consecutive video-frames. Unlike [11] and [12] that use relative position between images known from
calibration, Zhou et al.[13] train an additional network that predicts relative camera pose between
consecutive video frames, making the approach more scalable by removing the need of calibrated
stereo pairs for training. To better account for the framework’s limitations, the third network is
trained to estimate how well their model can explain every pixel. Its output was used to identify
and down-weight the view-reconstruction error caused by the poorly explained pixels in order to
reduce their influence on training.
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Wang et al.[29] build upon Zhou et al.[13]’s framework by improving the loss formulation and
proposing a replacement for the pose-estimation network with an optimization procedure [30] in
order to reduce the number of trainable parameters and facilitate the training by further coupling
the pose and depth predictions.

Realising the potential to train from monocular videos, Godard et al.[15] build upon their previous
work[12] generalizing it to be trained on sequences of monocular images. In addition, they changed
the backbone of their pose and depth estimation networks to ResNet[22], introduced the masking
technique targeting problematic stationary pixels, and proposed a simple yet efficient strategy for
a more robust handling of occlusions during training.

Bian et al.[14] further developed Zhou et al.[13]’s framework by explicitly enforcing the geometric
consistency between the depths predicted for consecutive frames and a simple masking strategy
targeting pixels with inconsistent predictions. Inspired by [15], they later changed the network
architecture to incorporate a pre-trained ResNet[22], included [15]’s stationary pixel masking approach,
and introduced a novel data pre-processing strategy aimed at improvement of framework’s performance
in environments with a lot of camera movement(e.g. videos recorded with a hand-held camera)[31].

Guizilini et al.[16] aimed at improvement of the monocular self-supervised approach through architectural
choices, introduced PackNet, a novel encoder-decoder architecture for the depth network. PackNet
is built with symmetrical packing and unpacking blocks that utilize 3D convolutions and adapt
insights from the sub-pixel convolutions[32] to achieve more efficient feature representations that
are better at preservation and propagation of spatial and appearance information. In addition,
they proposed to address the inherent scale-ambiguity of monocular approaches by extending the
framework with instantaneous velocity supervision, and introduced a new dataset, Dense Depth for
Automated Driving (DDAD).

They further developed their framework in [33], where they introduced a general method to incorporate
semantic information in order to improve learning of feature representations used for estimation
of depth, by leveraging an additional, pre-trained, semantic segmentation network with frozen
weights. They proposed to extract multi-level feature maps from the semantic network and use
them to guide pixel-adaptive convolutions [34] over the features generated by the depth-predicting
network. This way information encoded in the fixed semantic network is being injected into
the depth network, making its feature representations content-aware and disentangling features
corresponding to different semantic classes.

In yet another work, Guizilini et al.[35] extended their framework to a semi-supervised setting by
enabling additional supervision with the sparse depth annotations. Supervision was incorporated in
such a manner that it compliments the self-supervised training, where labeled data is not necessary,
but can be utilized if available. They showed that even very sparse supervision allows the network
to learn the true metric scale, while still learning to make reasonably accurate pixel-wise predictions
by leveraging geometric cues from the view-reconstruction objective.

Shu et al.[36] also directed their effort towards improvement of the quality of learned representations,
focusing on the optimization aspect of training. In addition to the depth and pose network pair
commonly used in the self-supervised monocular framework, they included a feature network, an
auto-encoder used to produce additional representations of the inputs. The feature network was
trained with the standard input-image reconstruction objective, however representations produced
by its encoder part were explicitly constrained to be well-suited for optimization through additional
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loss-terms. With specific emphasis on the low-texture regions of the input image, first-order
derivatives of these feature maps, with respect to the spatial coordinates, were enforced to be large,
while the second-order derivatives were enforced to be small. These feature-maps were then used
in the proposed feature-metric loss that complements the standard view-reconstruction objective,
providing an additional supervisory signal able to propagate back to the depth and pose networks.

2.2.3 Public datasets for depth estimation

Recent rapid advances in data-driven approaches have led to an increasing number of actors
presenting new datasets for vision-based tasks in the context of autonomous driving, e.g. WaymoOpenDataset[37],
nuScenes[38], A2D2[39], DDAD[16], in order to aid collaboration and further facilitate the development
of the field, as well as providing RGB images and some form of depth annotations. Nonetheless, in
order to be able to make comparisons and track the developments within the field, some datasets
are more established in the context of monocular depth estimation than the others.

The KITTI dataset introduced by Geiger et al.[17] provides a platform for the research on a number
of computer vision tasks for autonomous driving, and can be considered a primary benchmark for
monocular depth estimation methods, especially the ones falling into the semi- and unsupervised
categories. It contains footage from outdoor scenes in the real-world driving environment, divided
into ’City’, ’Residential’, ’Road’, ’Campus’ and ’Person’ categories. The dataset consists of rectified
image pairs captured by color and grayscale stereo cameras, alongside data from GPS/IMU inertial
navigation system, LiDAR scans recorded using Velodyne 3D laser scanner and cross-sensor calibration.

NYU Depth V2 dataset[40] presents a wide range of scenes from indoor environments, such as
living rooms, kitchens, bathrooms, etc. The dataset provides a post-processed subset of aligned
RGB and dense depth image pairs, annotated with pixel-wise semantic labels, as well as the raw,
unaligned, footage consisting of sequences of RGB and sparser depth images coming from videos
recorded using Microsoft Kinect™ sensor in the same indoor environments.

The Make3D dataset introduced by Saxena et al.[4] is focused on outdoor scenery, such as
daytime city and nature environments. It consists of high-resolution monocular RGB images
and low-resolution depth maps collected by a laser scanner. Its rather small size along with the
absence of sequences or stereo pairs of images makes this dataset unsuitable for training of typical
unsupervised and semi-supervised depth estimation methods, however it is useful for evaluation of
their generalization capability [12][15].

Focusing mainly on semantic scene understanding, the Cityscapes dataset[41] consists of stereo
recordings of the dense inner city traffic environments from 50 cities. The dataset by design has a
high variability of scenes, and provides both fine and coarse semantic annotations for a relatively
large number of images. Ground-truth depth information is also available, although it is not
captured using a dedicated sensor, but rather comes in the form of disparity maps pre-computed
from the stereo image pairs. Cityscapes is considered to be a very challenging dataset for monocular
depth estimation due to diversity and amount of dynamics in presented scenes. It has, however,
proven itself to be useful for the pre-training of the unsupervised MDE methods, which often leads
to improved performance compared to random initialization[12][14][16][13].

As a side-note, it is also worth mentioning that developments in computer graphics are giving rise
to a number of synthetic datasets, e.g. SceneFlow[42], SceneNet[43], VirtualKITTI[44]. Due
to control over the simulation environment, synthetic data can be virtually infinite, offering both
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diversity of scenarios and high quality of corresponding ground-truth at a lower cost. However,
despite the convenience, it is still not trivial to generate large amounts of data that is sufficiently
representative of the real-world application domain due to the complexity of all of the factors coming
into formation of real-world scenarios[45]. With the effects of the domain gap between real and
synthetic data on performance of systems aimed at deployment in real-world applications not being
thoroughly explored, sole reliance on synthetic data for training may raise security and robustness
concerns. Nonetheless, the use of high-quality synthetic data with additional task-specific modalities
may still be beneficial for pre-training of deep learning models[43][45].

2.2.4 Evaluation metrics for monocular depth estimation

The quantitative evaluation metrics most commonly used across the literature on the subject
of assessing the performance of monocular depth estimation networks are the ones used in the
pioneering work of Eigen et al.[8]. The metrics are typically computed for one test image at a
time, and the final values reported in the literature, serving as aggregated measures of method’s
performance, are the averages of the corresponding metric over all of the images in the test dataset.

Using the common notation of

• di being the depth value predicted for pixel i

• dgti being the ground-truth depth value for pixel i

• T being a total number of pixels having corresponding ground-truth depth value

performance metrics include:

Mean Absolute Relative Error (MARE)

MARE =
1

T

T∑
i=1

|dgti − di|
dgti

Mean Squared Relative Error (MSRE)

MSRE =
1

T

T∑
i=1

(dgti − di)2

dgti

Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

T

T∑
i=1

(dgti − di)2

Root Mean Squared Logarithmic Error (RMSElog)

RMSElog =

√√√√ 1

T

T∑
i=1

(log dgti − log di)2
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Accuracies with respect to a threshold (ak)

ak =
1

T

T∑
i=1

〈
max

(dgti
di
,
di

dgti

)
= δ < λk

〉
where 〈◦〉 denotes Iverson bracket, threshold λ = 1.25 and k = [1, 2, 3], making the metric
represent percentage of predictions with accuracy of [±25%,±56.25%,±95.31%] when compared
to the corresponding ground truth value. In contrast to the mentioned error metrics, a better
model performance is signified by a higher accuracy value.



Chapter 3

Methodology

In this chapter, a general overview of the self-supervised monocular depth estimation framework
is presented, alongside a more detailed overview of the specifics of the two methods chosen for the
task. Furthermore, extensions implemented for the method of choice are described alongside the
data processing steps and implementation details.

3.1 General self-supervised monocular depth estimation
framework

Self-supervised monocular depth estimation methods largely use geometry as a source of supervision.
Rather than formulating the task as regression of the depth values observed in the training data,
view synthesis is used as the meta-objective, and depth predictions are obtained as a by-product
necessary to perform projections for image warping. Since the ground truth depth is no longer
required for training, self supervised methods have the potential to be much more scalable since
the training data becomes much less laborious and costly to obtain.

The framework is trained by recreating images based on the nearby views of the scene observed in
other images, and the quality of image reconstruction serves as the main supervisory signal. This
process requires knowledge of camera’s intrinsic parameters, pixel-wise depth and transformation
between the views. The coordinates pt of a pixel in a target image It can be projected onto the
source image Is as

ps ∼ KT̂t→sD̂t(pt)K
−1pt (3.1)

where K is camera’s intrinsic matrix, D̂t alongside ˆTt→s are the pixel-wise depth map and relative
pose estimates respectively, and ps is pixel’s corresponding coordinate in the source image. The
subscripts t and s refer to the target and source images, where the target image is the one being
synthesized from the source. These resulting projected coordinates ps are, however, continuous, and
since they do not necessarily lie on the pixel-grid of the Is, the values populating the synthesized
image Ît←s are obtained in a differentiable manner using bilinear sampling from spatial transformer
networks[46]. For a given continuous coordinate ps, this bilinear sampler outputs a linear combination
of the values from neighbouring top-left, top-right, bottom-left and bottom-right pixels in the source

13
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image, weighted by their spatial proximity to ps. This warping procedure is illustrated in Figure
3.1a.

(a) Illustration of the image synthesis process used in the framework. A pixel pt from the target image It
is projected to the location ps in the source image Is, and its corresponding value in the synthesized image
Ît←s is obtained by bilinear interpolation of the corner pixel values in the neighbourhood of ps.

(b) Overview of a typical forward pass through the framework, resulting in a synthesized image Ît←s. The
inputs are depicted in green and the intermediate outputs in blue.

Figure 3.1: Illustrations of the image warping procedure (a) and a typical forward pass through the
framework (b).

The pixel-wise depth and relative pose estimates are a necessary middle step to perform the
projection to a different view, and they are obtained by a dedicated depth and pose CNNs, with
an overview of a typical forward pass through the framework depicted in Figure 3.1b. Depth
network typically follows an encoder-decoder architecture with skip-connections, where encoder
extracts and condenses features of the image and decoder produces depth predictions at multiple
scales that effectively form a pyramid. In order to enforce a cascade-refinement behaviour in the
decoder, these intermediate lower-scale depth maps are also often used to perform synthesis and
loss computations, with the final loss being the average of losses over the scales of the pyramid. The
pose network typically consists of an encoder followed by a set of convolutions and dimensionality
reduction to obtain a 6DoF relative pose in the form of rotation and translation of the camera,
describing the change of the viewpoint between the target and source images. Since both the depth
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and pose estimates are essential for correct projections, networks are forced to learn to make better
predictions in order to improve the image reconstruction quality. Both networks are trained jointly
with the main objective of minimizing a combination of appearance-matching and smoothness losses,
but despite being coupled by the view-synthesis procedure during the training stage, they can be
used completely independently at test time. The pose network may even be omitted if stereo image
pairs with known calibration are used for training[11][12], however employing a dedicated network
for the task of relative pose estimation eliminates the need for a binocular camera setup for data
collection, making the framework much more flexible in terms of potential sources of data[13][47].

Some assumptions are made in order for the view-reconstruction to function as a meaningful source
of supervision. Firstly, the scenes observed in images are assumed to be static, with the only
change in 3D positions between the views being the movement of the camera itself. Secondly,
it is assumed that all surfaces are Lambertian, meaning that their reflectance does not change
between the different points of view. Lastly, the lack of occlusion/dissoclusion is assumed, since
the framework has no way of obtaining information that is not present in the image. Despite
these assumptions not being held all the time, researchers’ attempts show that the framework is
still able to successfully yield the networks producing meaningful results and displaying reasonable
performance.

3.2 Baseline methods

Purely monocular self-supervised depth estimation framework is considered in this thesis work,
i.e. models are only trained on monocular sequences and not stereo-data. Two frameworks,
Monodepth2[15] and SC-SfMLearner[31] were chosen for the task. Both methods produce competitive
results while using relatively light depth network architectures, making them more viable for
application in a real-time scenario due to faster inference times. Additionally, the lightweight
architecture also enables faster training and the ability to perform experiments within the short
timeframe of a thesis project.

3.2.1 Monodepth2

Depth and pose CNNs

The depth network used in Monodeph2 generally follows UNet[48] architecture, namely an encoder-
decoder network with skip-connections between the stages of encoder and decoder. The encoder
uses ResNet18[22] as a backbone, allowing it to be initialized with ImageNet[49] pretrained weights,
with the last classification layers dropped. Encoder has five stages, with each stage reducing the
spatial resolution of corresponding input by a factor of two whilst increasing the number of channels.
This constrains the input resolution to be divisible by 32. Decoder also operates in five stages, with
each stage consisting of two convolutional layers separated by up-sampling of spatial resolution by
a factor of two. In addition to being sent to the next stage, the outputs of last four stages are
passed through another convolutional layer and a sigmoid function rescaled as

d̂ = aσ + b , (3.2)

where d̂ denotes the predicted disparity(inverse depth) map at corresponding scale, σ denotes the
output of the sigmoid function, and a as well as b are set to 10 and 0.01 respectively. This limits the
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range of disparity values produced by the depth prediction network which consequentially constrains
predicted depth D̂ = 1/d̂ between 0.1 and 100 units.

The pose network’s encoder also consists of ResNet18[22] with removed classification layers and
additionally modified to accept a 6-channel input(a pair of concatenated RGB images). Pose encoder
is followed by a series of four convolutional layers and averaging to produce estimates of relative
translation and rotation(in axis-angle representation) between the input images.

For further details regarding the networks’ architecture, the reader is referred to [15] or the
Monodepth2 codebase publicly available on GitHub1.

Self-supervised training

During the training stage, a triplet of consecutive frames is used as a training sample, with the
middle(temporally) frame considered to be the target image It, and the previous as well as next
frames acting as the sources Is− and Is+ respectively. The target frame It is passed through
the depth network yielding the pixel-wise depth map D̂t. Furthermore, the target-source pairs
(It, Is±) are concatenated along the channel dimension, and are passed through the pose network
to produce the relative pose estimates T̂t→s±. These depth and pose estimates are then used to
produce synthesized target frames Ît←s±, as briefly described earlier in Section 3.1. The quality of
image synthesis is then quantified using photometric reconstruction error between the original It
and synthesized Ît←s± versions of the target frame, computed as

pe(It(pt), Ît←s±(pt)) =
α

2
(1− SSIM(It(pt), Ît←s±(pt)) + (1− α)‖It(pt)− Ît←s±(pt)‖1 (3.3)

where pt is a pixel in the target frame, SSIM[50] is the structural similarity index measure, used
to complement the L1 error since it is less sensitive to changes in illumination, and α = 0.85.
Subsequently, the photometric reprojection loss for the whole frame is obtained by averaging over
the pixels:

Lph(It, Ît←s±) =
1

V

∑
pt

pe(It(pt), Ît←s±(pt))

where V is the total number of valid pixels in the target frame. Lastly, the reprojection loss for the
training sample would be typically formulated as a combination of photometric losses of all source
frames:

Lrepr =
∑
s

Lph(It, Ît←s) . (3.4)

In order to constrain depth maps to be locally smooth, photometric loss is complemented with a
smoothness term guided by the edges of the image:

Lsm = |∂xd̂∗t |e−|∂xIt| + |∂yd̂∗t |e−|∂yIt| (3.5)

where d̂∗t is the predicted disparity map normalized by its mean in order to discourage the shrinkage
of the estimated depth maps caused by the gradients’ dependence on magnitude.

1https://github.com/nianticlabs/monodepth2
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Handling occlusions

If one considers the situation where a pixel in the target frame is not visible in one of the source
frames while being visible in the other, which is often the case for the pixels at the borders that
move out of frame or as a result of occlusion/dissoclusion. The photometric error computed for
such pixel would be high since the occluded pixel value in the source frame would not match the
corresponding pixel value in the target even if the depth for this pixel was predicted correctly.
Since this error would be included into the typical formulation of the photometric reprojection loss
following Equation 3.4, networks would get penalized even if they performed well. To handle such
cases, Monodepth2 uses only the minimum(between source frames) photometric error for each pixel,
introducing the minimum per-pixel reprojection formulation of the photometric reprojection loss:

Lrepr =
1

V

∑
pt

min
s
pe(It(pt), Ît←s(pt)) ,

which proved to be a simple yet effective approach to tackle the influence of occlusion/dissoclusion
and is progressively becoming a common practice for the self-supervised MDE methods.

Handling stationary pixels

This framework assumes the presence of relative motion of the camera between the target and source
views. However, this assumption breaks down if the camera is stationary between the frames, or
if there are objects in the scene that do not exhibit any change in position relative to camera
between the viewpoints, such as e.g. cars moving with the same velocity as the ego-vehicle. Pixels
corresponding to such objects appear stationary between the views, which manifests as the infinite
depth being predicted for such pixels. Despite such prediction being unreasonable in the real-
world scenario, it still is a valid solution to the reprojection problem, since under the static scene
assumption, the absence of change in the position of an object in the image (despite the change of
the viewpoint) corresponds to an infinitely large object that is infinitely far away. To address this
issue, Monodepth2 employs an ”auto-masking” strategy. Making the observation that pixels from
regions that appear stationary between the target and source frames would have a low photometric
error between the two, it is proposed to only account for pixels for which the photometric error
between the real and synthesized target images is lower than the photometric error computed
directly between the real target and source images, without performing any warping. The concept
is implemented as a binary pixel-wise mask Mauto ∈ [0, 1] as follows:

Mauto =
〈

min
s
pe(It, Ît←s) < min

s
pe(It, Is)

〉
(3.6)

with 〈◦〉 denoting Iverson bracket. This mask is then used to exclude the stationary pixels from
calculation of the reprojection loss as

Lrepr =
1

V

∑
pt

Mauto(pt) min
s
pe(It(pt), Ît←s(pt)) . (3.7)

Improved multi-scale formulation

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the depth network’s decoder produces multi-scale outputs
that effectively form a pyramid of depth predictions at multiple scales. It is common to formulate
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the total training loss as an average of losses over the scales of this pyramid, by performing the
warping procedure and computing losses based on the images downsampled to the corresponding
lower resolution of depth map. The photometric error, however, becomes more ambiguous at the
lower scales of the image, especially in the low-texture regions, which in turn causes artifacts
in the outputs[15]. To this end, Monodepth2 decouples the intermediate depth map and image
resolutions, employing the full-resolution multi-scale loss formulation. Rather than using the low-
resolution depth maps from the intermediate stages of the decoder and down-sampling images to
correspinding scale, Monodepth2 up-samples the intermediate depth maps, performing warping and
computing losses using the images at their full input resolution. This explicitly constrains all stages
of the decoder to focus on the same objective, making all of them strive for improvement of image
reconstruction at the output resolution, rather than attempting to resolve ambiguities at lower
scales.

Final training loss

Combining the auto-masked minimum photometric reprojection loss described in Equation 3.7 with
the edge-aware smoothness regularization presented in Equation 3.5, the final training loss used by
Monodepth2 is formulated as

L = LM
repr + ωsmLsm . (3.8)

where ωsm is the weight of the smoothness regularizer, with a default value of 0.001, and M signifies
usage of auto-mask for stationary pixels as per Equation 3.7. The loss is computed on four scales
of the depth-prediction pyramid using the full-resolution multi-scale approach, and is subsequently
averaged over the scales and the training batch. A schematic illustration of Monodepth2’s loss
formulation, for a single depth-scale, is presented in Figure 3.2

Figure 3.2: Overview of the loss formulation for Monodepth2[15]

3.2.2 SC-SfMLearner

Depth and pose networks

Original SC-SfMLearner[14] used DispNet and PoseNet from [13]. However the updated version[31]
considered in this thesis adapted the same pose and depth network architectures as Monodepth2[15],
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in order to incorporate ResNet[22]-based encoders and utilize their ImageNet[49] pretrained weights
to initialize the networks, which reportedly leads to the better-performing final models[15][16].

Self-supervised training

The general training strategy largely follows procedures described earlier for Monodepth2. Once
again, a triplet of consecutive frames is used as a training sample. The middle frame It is
reconstructed from the previous Is− and next Is+ frames using the depth and relative pose estimates
from respective CNN. In the case of SC-SfMLearner, the source images are also passed through the
depth network alongside target, producing respective depth estimates D̂s± that are used later in
the pipeline. The quality of reconstruction is quantified following Equations 3.3-3.4, and serves as
the main source of supervision. Following common practice, the depth maps are regularized with
edge-aware smoothness, which in the case of SC-SfMLearner is formulated as:

Lsm =
∑
p

(e−∇It(p) · ∇D̂t(p))
2

where∇ denotes the first derivative in spatial directions. In addition, SC-SfMlearner also incorporates
Monodepth2[15]’s auto-masking strategy for reprojection loss for better handling of the stationary
pixels.

Geometry consistency loss

With the simple idea that 3D structures conformed by accurate depth and pose estimates for
the adjacent views should agree, SC-SfMLearner tackles the scale inconsistency issue of the self-
supervised MDE methods by explicitly enforcing geometric constraints between the depth maps of
the target and source frames.

For this purpose, the predicted depth D̂t and relative pose T̂t→s± are used to first reproject the
pixels in the target image It to their corresponding 3D locations, and then project these 3D points
into the viewpoint of the source frame Is±, providing the depth for the points in the source view
based on the prediction made for the target image It. Subsequently, the depth for these same 3D
points according to the prediction made for the source frame Is± can be obtained by warping the
source’s depth map D̂s±, the same way the pixel-values are obtained while synthesizing the target
image. This provides two depth estimates for the same 3D point in the source’s view, one based on
the depth map D̂s± predicted for the source image itself, and another based on the depth map D̂t

predicted for the target frame.

Since the underlying 3D scene is expected to be the same between the views under the assumptions
of static world and absence of occlusions, and if the predicted depths and pose are correct, the
depth estimates for the same 3D point according to the target and the source frames should agree
with one another. However if the scales of depths D̂t and D̂s± predicted for the respective frame
do not match, the 3D geometries of the scene conformed by them will not be consistent with each
other either. So by penalizing the differences between the conformed 3D geometries, one would also
enforce the consistency between the scales of the underlying depth predictions.

Based on this idea of effectively comparing point clouds implied by depth predictions for adjacent
views and minimizing the inconsistency between them, a depth-inconsistency map is formulated as
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Dinc(D̂t, D̂s, pt) =
|D̂s±

t (pt)− D̂∗s±(pt)|
D̂s±

t (pt) + D̂∗s±(pt)
(3.9)

where D̂s±
t is the depth map D̂t of the target frame projected to the viewpoint of the source image

Is±, and D̂∗s± is the depth for the points conformed by D̂s±
t , obtained by interpolation from the

source’s depth map D̂s± (interpolation is needed since the points projected from the target image
will not necessarily lie on the pixel grid of the source frame, preventing D̂s±

t and D̂s± from being
directly comparable). The geometry consistency loss between the depth predictions D̂t and D̂s± is
then defined as:

LGC =
1

V

∑
pt

Dinc(pt) (3.10)

where V is the number of valid pixels. It explicitly constrains depth network to make scale-consistent
predictions, and since the depth is tightly linked with pose through the warping procedure, the scale-
consistency would be expected to propagate to the pose network as well. In addition, it can be
useful in low-texture regions where photometric error struggles to remain informative.

Geometry-consistency mask

Once the model starts converging, regions with high inconsistency are likely to correspond to
dynamic objects or occlusions that break the framework’s underlying assumptions. Since the model
has no means for handling these cases and thus cannot learn from them, their contribution to the
losses essentially constitutes noise for the training. With this in mind, SC-SfMLearner re-uses the
depth inconsistency map Dinc ∈ [0, 1] described in Equation 3.9, converting it into a weighting
geometry-consistency mask MGC as:

MGC(D̂t, D̂s, pt) = 1−Dinc(D̂t, D̂s, pt) . (3.11)

This mask is then used to re-weight the photometric loss, assigning high weights to the consistent
pixels and low weights for the inconsistent ones, reducing the impact of the inconsistent pixels on
training.

Final training loss

Combining the geometry consistency loss, consistency mask, as well as Monodepth2[15]’s auto-mask
with the standard reprojection error and smoothness regularization terms, SC-SfMLearner’s overall
objective is formulated as:

L = LM
repr + ωsmLsm + ωGCLGC

where M indicates masking with the combination of the auto-mask Mauto for stationary pixels with
the geometry-consistency masks MGC , and ω are the weights for the corresponding loss terms, with
the default values ωsm = 0.1 and ωGC = 0.5. Furthermore, unlike Monodepth2, SC-SfMLearner’s
formulation of the reprojection loss does not require both of the synthesized target images to
compute a single loss term, which allows the reversal of roles between the source and the target
frames in the training sample and an additional recomputation of losses to maximize the usage of
data. Schematic overview of the SC-SfMLearner’s losses can be observed in Figure 3.3
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Figure 3.3: Overview of the loss formulation for SC-SfMLearner[31]

3.3 Extensions

Three extensions aimed to improve models’ performance or address some of their shortcomings were
implemented. Extensions targeted Monodepth2 since, as later presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2,
it showed better performance than SC-SfMLearner on both KITTI and Scania datasets. To begin
with, velocity supervision proposed by Guizilini et al.[16] was incorporated to tackle the monocular
scale ambiguity and remove the need for post-processing in order to obtain metrically scaled
predictions. Secondly, the geometry consistency formulation of SC-SfMLearner was incorporated
into the Monodepth2 framework. Lastly, an attention mechanism was added to the Monodepth2
depth network in order to allow it to perceive a global context of the image when making predictions.

3.3.1 Velocity supervision

One major limitation of most self-supervised models trained in a purely monocular setting, preventing
them from being directly applicable in practice, is the issue of monocular scale ambiguity and
inconsistency. With the depth-scale information being lost during the initial projection to the
image when it is captured, the reprojection back to 3D used by the framework for image synthesis
is invariant to multiplication of depth and relative translation with a common factor, allowing the
predictions on an arbitrary scale that still result in a valid warping. Furthermore, in the absence of
additional constraints, nothing in the framework requires the scales of predictions to be consistent
across different samples. So in order to be able to evaluate depth networks trained in a purely
monocular self-supervised setting, each predicted depth map undergoing evaluation gets scaled by
a factor:

µI =
median(Dgt

I )

median(D̂I)
(3.12)

where Dgt
I is the ground-truth depth map for image I, typically obtained by projecting sparse

LiDAR point clouds onto the image, and D̂I is the predicted depth-map corresponding to points
with available ground-truth depths. This approach is limiting for practical real-time applications,
since one would not only require access to a depth sensor at inference time (which partially defeats
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the purpose of having a dedicated network for the task in the first place) but also introduces
additional synchronization-based delays into the depth-prediction pipeline.

To address the scale ambiguity issue for the application of the purely monocular self-supervised
depth estimation framework in the context of autonomous driving, Guizilini et al.[16] proposed an
additional loss that can introduce metric scale into the framework by using the ego-vehicle’s velocity
information. The loss is formulated as:

Lvelo(t̂t→s, vt,∆Tt↔s) =
∣∣∣‖t̂t→s‖ − ‖vt‖∆Tt↔s

∣∣∣ (3.13)

where t̂t→s is the predicted relative translation between the target and source frames, ∆Tt↔s is
the time-step between the two, and vt is a measurement of instantaneous velocity at a time when
the target frame was captured. Due to the strong coupling between the predicted depth and pose
through the warping procedure at the core of the self-supervised MDE framework, constraining
the pose network to predict translations on the metric scale is expected to consequentially enforce
the metric scale for the predicted depth as well, since disagreements between the scales of the two
would lead to incorrect reprojections.

This loss is not intrusive and does not disturb the self-supervised formulation, optionally enabling
utilization of velocity information, if available. With velocity information being ubiquitous in
the context of development of autonomous driving applications, this approach was considered a
viable and convenient alternative to training with stereo data or semi-supervision with depth labels.
The training framework of Monodepth2 was thus adjusted to incorporate the velocity supervision
routines, and the corresponding models were trained with the extended scale-aware objective:

L = LM
repr + ωsmLsm + ωvelo

∑
s

Lvelo(t̂t→s, vt,∆Tt↔s) .

Later on, after having observed the performance of velocity-supervised models on Scania’s data, it
was suspected that the pose network may overfit to velocity supervision. To this end, an alternative
strategy of velocity-supervised finetuning of models into the metric scale is proposed. At
first, rather than using velocity supervision throughout the whole training procedure, a depth-pose
network pair would first undergo fully self-supervised training without velocity supervision as it
normally would. Next, the best (according to performance on the validation set) model weights
would be selected and trained for an additional number of epochs, this time with involvement of
velocity supervision. This was expected to allow the networks to first learn to make predictions and
perform warping to the best of their ability, unobstructed, and then enforce the already capable
networks to use the desired scale, rather than limiting their flexibility with additional constraints
that do not explicitly contribute to improvement of the quality of image synthesis throughout the
whole training procedure.

3.3.2 Monodepth2 with geometry consistency

SC-SfMLearner’s geometry consistency term can be useful not only to enforce the consistent scale,
but may in general be informative in the low-texture regions that photometric error struggles with.
Furthermore, in the case of velocity supervision, it could provide additional constraints that may
improve the learned scale. Geometry consistency mask was expected to enhance the capability of the
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Monodepth2’s minimum-reprojection error approach to handle occlusions, by additionally down-
weighting the loss contributions from both the potentially occluded pixels in case they managed
to pass the minimum-reprojection check, as well as the pixels corresponding to dynamic objects.
In addition, when training the models with involvement of velocity supervision where they will
learn the actual scale, the geometry consistency loss will provide a generally meaningful source of
constraints based on the 3D structure of the scene conveyed by the frameworks predictions.

To harness those benefits, geometry consistency loss and mask were added to the Monodepth2
framework. However, they had to be incorporated into Monodepth2’s minimum reprojection error
formulation. To do so, rather than having a separate geometry consistency loss term and mask
for each of the source frames, their common variants are computed in such a way that the depth-
inconsistency value(Equation 3.9) and the corresponding mask weight (Equation 3.11 used for each
pixel pt in the target image are based on the source frame that that has the lower reprojection
error(Equation 3.3). To achieve this, two binary masks M+ and M− over the pixels of the target
image are formed to indicate whether the respective source frame yields the synthesized image with
lower photometric error:

M+(pt) =
〈
pe(It(pt), Ît←s+(pt)) < pe(It(pt), Ît←s−(pt))

〉
M−(pt) =

〈
pe(It(pt), Ît←s−(pt)) < pe(It(pt), Ît←s+(pt))

〉
where 〈◦〉 is Iverson bracket. A common geometry consistency loss and mask are then computed by
selecting the corresponding terms computed for the source frame with minimal photometric error:

LGC =
1

V

∑
pt

(Dinc(D̂t, D̂s+, pt) ∗M+(pt) +Dinc(D̂t, D̂s−, pt) ∗M−(pt))

MGC(pt) = MGC(D̂t, D̂s+, pt) ∗M+(pt) +MGC(D̂t, D̂s−, pt) ∗M−(pt).

The final training loss for Monodepth2 with included geometry consistency then becomes:

L = LM
repr + ωGCL

Mauto

GC + ωsmLsm

where M implies masking with a combination of auto- and geometry consistency masks.

3.3.3 Self-attention block

Recently, self-attention has led to developments in natural language processing[51] thanks to its
ability to model long-range relationships in the input. It has also been beneficial for various
computer vision tasks, such as e.g. semantic segmentation[52], where compared to the convolutional
layers whose receptive field is limited to the local neighbourhood of the pixel, self-attention is able
to utilize more general and global contextual information.

In order to enable the depth network to capture such global relationships, a self-attention mechanism(non-
local block)[53] was added in the bottleneck between its encoder and decoder, with implementation
following the object context module from OCNet[52]. It takes the feature tensor coming from the
final stage of the decoder, and embeds the relationships between each pair of the ”feature-pixels”
into an attention map of the same size that is then passed to the decoder. The dimensions of the
intermediate key, query and value embeddings were set to 256, 256 and 512 respectively, where 512
is a number of channels in the feature map produced by the decoder. Since the useful context for a
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pixel’s depth prediction may be located at non-contiguous regions in the feature map, self-attention
may be able to improve the depth predictions by being able to express such global information that
would otherwise be unobtainable for typical localized 2D or 3D convolutions.

3.4 KITTI dataset

Training on the KITTI raw dataset[17] was performed using Eigen’s split[8] of data and evaluation
was carried out on its corresponding 697 test images. Models were trained on the images resized
with bilinear interpolation to the resolution used by authors of the respective method, namely
640 × 192 in the case of Monodepth2 and 832 × 256 for SC-SfMLearner. For the experiments
with velocity supervision, all necessary information was obtained from the OXTS(IMU/GPS) data,
corresponding timestamps and cross-sensor calibration provided in the KITTI raw dataset.

3.5 Scania dataset

Scania’s image data originates from a forward-facing wide-angle camera with a fisheye lens, mounted
on the top-left corner of a bus. The Initial set of data obtained form Scania consisted of approximately
101,000 frames in 59 unbroken sequences with the original image resolution of 1920 × 1080. The
dataset was afterwards manually filtered by visual inspection, removing sequences with unfavourable
weather conditions such as sun-glare and snow, as well as sequences with strong presence of dynamic
objects(e.g. footage from highway), since these factors may hinder training. As a result, a total
of 52,490 frames across 32 unbroken sequences were retained. The data was split into a training
set consisting of 29 sequences with a total of 50,202 frames, and a validation set with 2288 frames
across 3 sequences. During the manual filtering, it was observed that the retained image data for
the most part consists of scenery from the suburbs and outskirts of Södertälje, with a small portion
of data depicting more central parts of town. The sequences for the validation set were thus selected
such that they would include all three of those environments, in an attempt to make the validation
set more representative of the scenarios present in the training data.

The vehicle’s velocity in the forward direction together with corresponding timestamps for each
training and validation sample were obtained from the respective sequence’s metadata. Additionally,
in order to reduce the computational burden during training, velocities were pre-multiplied by the
corresponding time steps between the frames, and resulting translation estimates were stored in the
text files to be later used as described in Equation 3.13 during the training of velocity-supervised
models.

3.5.1 Undistortion of images

The fisheye lens used by the camera to record the provided image data increases the camera’s
field of view, allowing it to capture more of the observed scene, which is desirable for perception
applications. However, as can be observed in Figure 3.4a, it comes at a cost of distortion effects
being present in the resulting images, violating the geometry of the pinhole camera model. Since
the methods in consideration are strongly reliant on projections, the presence of geometry-breaking
distortion is problematic. To resolve this issue, the image data was undistorted with the help of
OpenCV fisheye camera module, whose undistortion method (using the camera’s intrinsic matrix
and distortion coefficients) performs backward warping between the distorted and undistorted image
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using bilinear interpolation. An example showing results of undistortion of an image from Scania’s
data is presented in Figure 3.4b. The camera’s calibration used to perform undistortion, including
the intrinsic camera parameters and estimates of distortion coefficients for the OpenCV fisheye
model, was provided by Scania.

(a) Distorted image.

(b) Undistorted image.

Figure 3.4: Example of Scania’s image before and after undistortion.

Aside from the original intrinsic matrix of the camera used to capture the distorted image, OpenCV’s
undistortion function requires the intrinsic matrix desired for the output, which decides the properties
of the resulting undistorted image. Based on the choice of this ”undistorted” intrinsic matrix, two
crops for the undistorted Scania images were obtained.

The first crop (referred to as ’central’ hereafter) for undistorted images was obtained using the
original camera’s intrinsic matrix to perform undistortion, resulting in an undistorted image that
would be produced by a simple pinhole camera with the same intrinsic parameters, had it not had
the fisheye lens. This crop was considered since it would not require any extensive manipulations
of the camera’s intrinsic parameters. Furthermore, it was considered to be of interest to investigate
the effect of the image’s field of view on the resulting depth predictions by comparison with a wider
crop, since one could assume that additional scenery captured by the wide lens would facilitate
training by incorporating more details for warping and thus making the reconstruction loss more
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informative.

The second crop, referred to as ’wide’, captures most of the undistorted image, only excluding
the undistortion ”tails” and invalid ”filler” pixels. The intrinsic matrix resulting in this wide
crop was obtained by considering the undistorted 2D coordinates of the top (xtop, ytop), bottom
(xbottom, ybottom), left (xleft, yleft) and right (xright, yright) border-points with respect to the principal
point of the image. Since these points are expected to map onto corresponding border locations in
the undistorted image, the intrinsic parameters for such an image should satisfy

fx =
wundist

xright − xleft

fy =
hundist

ybottom − ytop
cx = −fx · xleft
cy = −fy · ytop

where wundist and hundist are the desired width and height of the resulting undistorted image.

At the same time, despite being able to compute the intrinsic matrix for the undistorted image
with a wide crop of desired size, one might still prefer to choose its size in a manner that does
not disturb the aspect ratio of the image. To this end, the previously considered 2D coordinates of
border-points in the undistorted image plane were used to acquire the aspect ratio of the rectangular
box bounding the optimal region as

ratio =
xright − xleft
ybottom − ytop

which was then used to determine the complementary dimension for the wide crop of undistorted
image, given a desired width or height.

The undistorted image size for the central crop was chosen to be 1/3 of original resolution, namely
640×402, and images were further cropped, equal parts from the top and bottom, down to 640×384
to make dimensions divisible by 32 as required by the ResNet[22] encoder. The width for the wide
crop was set to 768, and the corresponding optimal height was calculated (as per earlier discussion)
to be 336. Once again, images were cropped equal parts from the top and bottom for divisibility
by 32, resulting in wide crop images with size of 768× 320. Regions of a corresponding crop in an
undistorted image are illustrated in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the central(red) and wide(blue) crops for the undistorted Scania images.

3.5.2 Ground-truth depth

Two five-minute long sequences consisting of 3000 frames and corresponding LiDAR data each were
provided by Scania to form the basis for the test datasets used to evaluate the performance of the
trained models. The LiDAR data provided consisted of 3D coordinates of the registered LiDAR
points, expressed in the camera’s reference frame, alongside their corresponding pixel coordinates
in the image. The images were undistorted with the help of OpenCV’s fisheye camera module,
following the same procedures as with the training data, obtaining two image crops in order to
test models trained on the respective type of data. These sequences originate from two different
cameras mounted at different locations, one from the same top-left camera used to capture training
data and the other one from the opposite top-right camera. Additionally, sequences were captured
at different times, however both of them present similar scenery.

In order to qualitatively assess the evaluation data, LiDAR point clouds for each frame were overlaid
onto the corresponding undistorted image which uncovered two issues illustrated in Figure 3.6.

Firstly, due to imperfect synchronization and lack of motion compensation, an offset of about half
a time-step between the image and the corresponding LiDAR point cloud was observed, causing
mismatches between the locations of an object in the image and the same object’s location according
to projected point cloud. Secondly, ”blooming” effects were observed, where due to high reflectivity,
the point cloud outlines of many traffic signs dilate to the surroundings, making them appear
larger than they actually are. Since models are being evaluated by comparing their image-based
predictions to LiDAR measurements, such strong disagreements between the two would lead to
misleading and uninformative evaluation. Thus, both sequences were manually filtered by visual
inspection of point clouds projected onto the corresponding images and subsequent removal of
frames with obvious presence of the aforementioned issues. As a result, two final sets of 612 frames
from the sequence captured by the same camera as training data, and 702 frames from the camera
located at the opposite side, were retrieved for evaluation purposes, and the distribution of the
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(a) Example of the LiDAR ”blooming” effects in the ground-truth data.

(b) Example of the mismatch between LiDAR and image in the ground-truth data. The positions of the
pole according to the image(marked blue) and the point cloud(marked in red) are clearly not in agreement.

Figure 3.6: Visualizations of issues observed in the Scania’s ground-truth data.

depth values in the resulting test datasets is presented in Figure 3.7. Subsequently, two datasets
consisting of undistorted images with a central and wide crop respectively were produced, with each
image being complemented by corresponding LiDAR data stored in .npz files.
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(a) Top-left camera test set. (b) Top-right camera test set.

Figure 3.7: Distribution of ground-truth depth values in the retrieved Scania’s test sets, presented
in the form of average (across the frames) proportion of points falling in respective range.

3.6 Implementation and training

All implementations and data processing were performed in Python, using PyTorch[54], NumPy[55]
and OpenCV[56] libraries. Training was performed on Scania’s computational server using a single
NVIDIA Tesla P100 SXM2 GPU with 16 gigabytes of memory.

Aside from the experiments with incorporation of self-attention mechanism to the bottleneck of
the depth predicting network, neural network architectures were kept untouched and the training
hyperparameters were kept as close as possible to original implementations. Due to time limitations,
no extensive investigation of the loss-weights was performed, with the first value empirically-
found to function and allow model’s convergence being kept and used for further experiments.
Hyperparameter values used for the conducted experiments are listed in Table 3.1, and some further
considerations regarding the training are:

• All ResNet[22] encoders were initialised with weights pre-trained on ImageNet[49], unless
specified otherwise.

• For all of the models, training was performed with Adam[57] optimizer, using the common
choice of the decay parameters β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999.

• In order to track training progress, evaluation on the full validation set was performed at the
end of each epoch, with corresponding model weights being stored.

• In the cases of training or finetuning with velocity supervision, the upper limit for the predicted
depth was lifted to avoid the artificial constraint on its scale, which corresponds to setting
b = 0 in Equation 3.2.

• Velocity-supervised finetuning procedure was performed for ten epochs with the learning rate
of 10−5.
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Table 3.1: Hyperparameters used for training

Attribute Monodepth2 SC-SfMLearner
Number of

training epochs
20

200 (epoch defined as
1000 random training samples)

Learning rate
and schedule

10−4 for first 15 epochs,
10−5 for the remainder

10−4

Batch size
12 (without geometry consistency)

7 (with geometry consistency)
4

Loss weights
KITTI dataset

ωsm = 10−3

Extensions:
ωvelo = 0.05
ωGC = 10−1

ωsm = 10−1

ωGC = 0.5

Loss weights
Scania’s data

ωsm = 10−3

Extensions:
ωvelo = 10−2

ωGC = 0.05(when using consistency mask)
ωGC = 10−2(without the mask)

3.7 Evaluation

Quantitative performance evaluation was performed largely following the standard procedures in
the literature, using the metrics described earlier in Section 2.2.4. Metrics are computed on a
per-image basis, and the final reported results are the respective metric’s average across the test
dataset.

Models for evaluation were selected based on the lowest total loss on the validation set. In the case
of finetuning with velocity supervision, the selected model was the one having the lowest total loss
excluding the contribution from the velocity term, after the velocity loss has converged.

Following standard practice in the literature, models trained on KITTI[17] were evaluated on the
test set of the Eigen[8]’s split of data (consisting of 697 frames) with a depth cap of 80 meters.

Models trained on Scania data were evaluated for long (up to 200m) and in some cases short (up
to 10m) ranges since the nearby regions can be of particular interest. Some model-candidates were
further evaluated making use of HRNet[58] semantic segmentation network trained and provided
by Scania. Three categories were formed:

• ”Ground” category including the ”drivable road”, ”zebra crossing”, ”road marking”,
”non drivable ground”, ”curb stone” and ”sidewalk” labels,

• ”Poles and signs” category including the ”pole”, ”guide post”, ”traffic guidance object”,
”traffic sign” and ”traffic light” labels,

• ”Vehicle” category including the ”passenger car”, ”heavy vehicle”, ”small vehicle”
and ”other vehicle” labels,

and additional category-specific evaluation was carried out. Semantic segmentation network provided
by Scania operates directly on distorted images, so after obtaining pixel-wise semantic label predictions,
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pixels that have a high (≥ 80%) predicted probability of belonging to a specific category, have a
corresponding ground-truth value, and fall within the wide crop of the undistorted image, were
selected and used to compute the metrics for the respective test image.

For models trained without velocity supervision, median scaling of the output depth (Equation 3.12)
was performed as a post-processing step in order to be able to perform evaluation. No additional
scaling of depth outputs was performed for models trained using velocity supervision since they are
expected to output depth predictions on the metric scale.

To get an indication of potential real-time performance, the depth network’s inference speed was
measured when operating at the original 1024 × 640 resolution of the ground truth images and
the 768 × 320 resolution of the training images with wide crop. Measurements were performed
excluding the data loading times, recording only the time it takes for a forward pass. Images were
passed through the depth network one at a time, and all measurements were performed on the same
NVIDIA Tesla P100 SXM2 16GB GPU that was used for training.



Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

Results of the quantitative evaluation of the models trained on the KITTI[17] and Scania’s datasets
are presented and discussed in this chapter.

Analysis was mainly focused on models trained with involvement of velocity supervision, since they
do not require additional post-processing to resolve the scale ambiguity of predicted depth, making
them significantly more viable for the considered application.

4.1 Results for the KITTI dataset

As a first step, to confirm the performance of the SC-SfMLearner[31] and Monodepth2[15] frameworks,
they were trained from scratch on the KITTI dataset using the default procedures described in the
corresponding paper, in order to reproduce the reported performance. The resulting reproduced
and reported quantitative results for the respective framework are presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Reported and reproduced performance of SC-SfMLearner and Mnodepth2 on the KITTI
dataset. Better performance is signified by a lower value for the errors (marked in red), and higher
value for the accuracies (marked in green).

Model MARE MSRE[m] RMSE[m] RMSElog δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253

reported 0.119 0.857 4.950 0.197 0.863 0.957 0.981
SC-SfMLearner

reproduced 0.121 0.908 5.004 0.200 0.860 0.955 0.980
reported 0.115 0.903 4.863 0.193 0.877 0.959 0.981

Monodepth2
reproduced 0.116 0.952 4.859 0.193 0.879 0.959 0.980

Although the reproduced results differ slightly from the reported ones, considered overall, they
confirm the reported levels of performance. It can be seen that SC-SfMLearner shows worse
performance than Monodepth2 across most of the metrics, which, as presented later in Section
4.2, was also observed for the Scania’s dataset. For this reason, and due to the time limitations of
the thesis, Monodepth2 was chosen as a basis for extensions and further experiments.

32
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It is important to mention that [31] which introduces the updated version of SC-SfMLearner
considered in this thesis, with changed network architectures and incorporation of auto-masking,
does not present evaluation results on the KITTI dataset and the corresponding values presented
in Table 4.1 are the evaluation results reported on SC-SfMLearner’s GitHub1 page.

4.1.1 Performance of extensions

Evaluation results for Monodepth2 with addition of extensions described earlier in Section 3.3;
namely, velocity supervision, inclusion of SC-SfMLearner’s geometry consistency constraints and,
incorporation of a self-attention mechanism into the depth prediction network, alongside combinations
thereof, are summarized in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Evaluation results of extended models trained on KITTI dataset. Best results in fully
self-supervised and velocity-supervised categories are marked in bold. GC indicates employment of
geometry consistency loss and mask during the training. Better performance is signified by a lower
value for the errors (marked in red), and higher value for the accuracies (marked in green).

velo.
sup.

GC attn MARE MSRE[m] RMSE[m] RMSElog δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253

0.116 0.952 4.859 0.193 0.879 0.959 0.980√
0.114 0.905 4.779 0.191 0.878 0.959 0.981√
0.112 0.844 4.725 0.189 0.878 0.960 0.982√
0.117 0.891 5.043 0.207 0.855 0.950 0.978√ √
0.116 0.911 4.978 0.203 0.861 0.953 0.979√ √
0.114 0.860 4.842 0.2 0.862 0.953 0.979√ √ √
0.118 0.891 4.954 0.203 0.859 0.952 0.979

Both involvement of geometry consistency and incorporation of self-attention present slight improvement
upon the base Monodepth2 across most metrics, where models with the addition of self-attention
tend to perform better both with and without the velocity supervision. Furthermore, it can be
observed that performance of velocity supervised models is comparable to their non-supervised
counterparts, confirming the viability of velocity supervision for enabling the depth network to learn
to make predictions on the metric scale. To reiterate once again, models trained without velocity
supervision produce depth predictions on an ambiguous scale, which is bypassed by additional
post-processing steps where each prediction is rescaled by a factor dependent on the underlying
ground-truth depth values(Equation 3.12). In the case of models employing velocity supervision
during training, however, no post-processing is performed.

In order to evaluate statistical significance of the effects of implemented extensions, paired Hotelling
T-squared test[59] (multivariate T-test) was performed comparing the results of the base models
trained with and without velocity supervision to the results of models involving the geometry
consistency loss and mask, as well as the self-attention mechanism. Obtained p-values can be found
in Table 4.3 and lead to the conclusion that effects of incorporation of geometry consistency and
self-attention are statistically significant.

1https://github.com/JiawangBian/SC-SfMLearner-Release
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Table 4.3: p-values obtained from the paired Hotelling T-squared test comparing
results of the base models trained with and without velocity supervision on
the KITTI dataset to respective models trained with involvement of geometry
consistency loss and mask, and/or self-attention mechanism.

velo.
sup.

GC attn p-value
√

5.85e-6√
1.37e-15√ √
1.04e-21√ √
8.33e-38√ √ √
8.86e-26

Considering the variation of ground-truth median scaling ratios as an indicator of models’ scale-
consistency, their coefficients of variation(standard deviation normalized by mean value) for the
extensions of Monodepth2 are presented in Table 4.4, where it is observed that addition of geometry
consistency tends to reduce the variation of scaling ratios, showing effects of its explicit constraints
on the scale of the predicted depth. It holds true even in the case of velocity supervision, which
would be expected to enforce the consistency of the scale implicitly since the metric scale does not
vary, showing that as far as consistency is concerned, additional constraints may still be beneficial.

Table 4.4: Effects of geometry consistency on variation of
scaling ratios for the models trained on the KITTI dataset

velo.
sup.

GC attn CoV

0.0857√
0.0850√
0.1001√
0.0697√ √
0.0662√ √
0.0726√ √ √
0.0651

Qualitative effects noted for implemented extensions are shown in Figure 4.1, where both models
with addition of geometry consistency and self-attention mechanism were in some cases observed to
be able to better distinguish objects from the foreground and more clearly identify their boundaries.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of qualitative effects observed in conjunction with addition of self-attention
and geometry consistency to the Monodepth2 for models trained on KITTI dataset.
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4.1.2 Further investigation of velocity supervision

To gain insight into whether the velocity supervision formulation needs to be adjusted according to
the sensors used to gather the velocity data, the performance of the velocity-supervised models was
further investigated based on which components of the predicted translation vector were supervised
as well as which components of the velocity vector from the data were used for supervision. Effects
of changing the weight corresponding to the velocity supervision loss term were also explored.
These experiments were performed on the basic velocity-supervised model (i.e. without addition of
geometry consistency or self-attention) and results of these experiments can be found in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Evaluation results for variations in velocity supervision for the Monodepth2 on
the KITTI dataset. Better performance is signified by a lower value for the errors (marked
in red), and higher value for the accuracies (marked in green). Results obtained with
post-processing with ground-truth median scaling are marked with ”∗”. The direction
components are expressed in the camera’s reference frame, where by convention x, y and
z correspond to rightward, downward and forward directions respectively.

Loss
weight

Supervised
direction

Supervision
data direction

MARE MSRE[m] RMSE[m] RMSElog δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253

xyz xyz 0.117 0.891 5.043 0.207 0.855 0.950 0.978
xyz z 0.118 0.915 5.033 0.206 0.857 0.951 0.9780.05
xyz xz 0.117 0.869 4.953 0.204 0.858 0.951 0.978

0.252 2.226 6.669 0.312 0.595 0.833 0.941
z z

0.149∗ 1.160∗ 5.312∗ 0.220∗ 0.806∗ 0.946∗ 0.978∗

0.243 2.090 6.639 0.310 0.598 0.832 0.944
0.05

xz xz
0.149∗ 1.191∗ 5.400∗ 0.222∗ 0.809∗ 0.941∗ 0.977∗

0.01 xyz xyz 0.116 0.911 4.961 0.202 0.861 0.954 0.979
0.1 xyz xyz 0.115 0.898 5.030 0.204 0.858 0.951 0.979
0.25 xyz xyz 0.249 2.247 6.973 0.312 0.596 0.835 0.941

It can be seen that the depth estimation performance is fairly insensitive to which components
of velocity data were used for supervision when all three components of the predicted translation
are supervised, leading to comparable depth estimation results. In contrast, explicit supervision of
the translation components in only z and xz directions with respective velocity terms has led to
significant degradation of depth estimation performance, which was assumed to be the consequence
of a failure to learn the correct scale. This suspicion was investigated by applying the ground-truth
median scaling to the depths predicted by these models, which improved the results, signifying that
the root cause of degraded performance is indeed the scale of predictions. This belief is further
reinforced by inspecting the variation in the ground-truth scaling ratios for these models, presented
in Table 4.6. As can be observed, the variation of scaling ratios for such models is an order of
magnitude higher than for models with supervision of the full predicted translational vector.

Since both the origin of the KITTI dataset and the considered area of application for the models
are driving scenarios where movement is predominantly in the forward direction, and due to the
time constraints, no experiments excluding the forward component of translation from supervision
were performed. It is, however, very likely that exclusion of the forward direction from supervision
would lead to failure, since e.g. in the case of the training set used to train models on the KITTI
dataset, forward component of the velocity on average stands for almost 99.5% of vehicles speed.
This is also the most likely explanation of the insensitivity to the choice of velocity data components
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Table 4.6: Coefficients of variation of potential scaling ratios
for models with different variants of velocity supervision.

Superv.
dir.

Superv.
data dir.

CoV

xyz xyz 0.0697
xyz z 0.0695
xyz xz 0.07
z z 0.244
xz xz 0.2437

used for supervision of the full translational vector, since in all of the cases the velocity data used
for supervision included the dominant forward component.

With regards to varying the weight of the velocity loss term, models appear to perform on the same
level as long as the weight is not too high, which is hypothesised to cause the velocity supervision
to compete with, rather than complement, the main view-syntheses objective of the framework.
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4.2 Results for Scania’s dataset

To select the best framework for further investigation, the base SC-SfmLearner and Monodepth2
were trained on Scania’s data and results can be found in Table 4.7. Respective models were
trained on both central and wide crops of undistorted images, and results of a naive predictor in
the form of the average mean ground-truth depth of the test set is provided to indicate that models
do actually manage to learn something useful. In addition, models were trained both with and
without initialization of ResNet encoders with the ImageNet[49] pre-trained weights to assess the
extent of their influence on model performance when trained on Scania’s data. It can be seen that
models initialized with pre-trained encoders indeed produce better results, however the differences
are considered to be within a reasonable range for models without ImageNet[49] pre-training to still
be viable in case of data ownership issues.

No results for the SC-SfMLearner on the Scania’s dataset with wide crop are presented because
attempts to train it on Scania’s images with wide crop were unsuccessful, with model converging to a
local minimum where it predicts infinite depth for the most of the road surfaces. As discussed earlier
in the Section 3.2.1, despite being unreasonable in practical sense, it is still a viable solution in the
context of image warping and implies that SC-SfMLearner was considering roads to be static across
the frames, likely due to their low texture and/or effects of interpolation used during undistortion
of images. Nonetheless, the fact that Monodepth2 showed better performance for both KITTI and
Scania’s dataset with central crop was deemed sufficient to motivate selection of Monodepth2 as a
base framework for further considerations.

Table 4.7: Evaluation of the base SC-SfMLearner and Monodepth2 trained on Scania’s
data. Better performance is signified by a lower value for the errors (marked in red), and
higher value for the accuracies (marked in green).

Model Crop
ImNet

pretrain
MARE MSRE[m] RMSE[m] RMSElog δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253

center 0.522 4.908 10.095 0.531 0.312 0.581 0.774
Avg. gt. mean

wide
N/A

0.566 5.084 9.632 0.559 0.291 0.552 0.749√
0.202 12.909 12.192 0.271 0.858 0.937 0.963

SC-SfMLearner
0.246 18.308 14.754 0.304 0.829 0.928 0.955√
0.179 6.879 9.631 0.258 0.872 0.938 0.962

Monodepth2
center

0.201 14.812 10.809 0.269 0.843 0.931 0.960√
0.201 5.545 8.156 0.281 0.832 0.925 0.955

Monodepth2 wide
0.228 21.633 10.887 0.293 0.809 0.920 0.951

According to most metrics, it was also observed that the performance of Monodepth2 trained on
the central crop of images was better than when trained on the wider images capturing more of the
scene. However the direct comparison between these results is not fair, since models trained on the
wider images are also evaluated using more ground-truth points. It may be of interest to evaluate
whether the inclusion of additional visual information from the context of the scene improves the
predictions within the central region. In order to investigate it, Monodepth2 model trained on the
extended crop of undistorted images was evaluated only accounting for the ground truth points
corresponding to the central segment, and results were compared to the model that was actually
trained on the central crop of Scania’s images.

As can be observed in Table 4.8, the differences in performance between these two cases are marginal.
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Judging by the decrease in both the accuracy and error metrics, the model trained with additional
visual context appears to be in general less accurate in the central region, however mispredictions
are less severe. This makes it hard to draw any conclusions or make claims regarding the benefits
of additional field of view in the training images.

Table 4.8: Comparison between models trained on the central and wide crops of images
evaluated only on the ground-truth points falling within the central crop. Better
performance is signified by a lower value for the errors (marked in red), and higher value
for the accuracies (marked in green).

Training
crop

MARE MSRE[m] RMSE[m] RMSElog δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253

center 0.179 6.879 9.631 0.258 0.872 0.938 0.962
wide 0.172 4.093 7.995 0.255 0.851 0.937 0.963

Nonetheless, further experiments on Scania’s data were performed using the wide crop of undistorted
images, since it captures more of the scene and would thus be more informative from a purely
practical standpoint, as well as due to the fact that performing training experiments on both types
of data would be too time consuming.

4.2.1 Performance of extensions

Evaluation of models trained on Scania’s data with addition of extensions is presented in Table 4.9.
Similar to the results using KITTI dataset, models with addition of self-attention showed better
performance across most of the metrics. Furthermore, it can be seen that for this set of experiments,
the difference in performance between the models trained with and without involvement of velocity
supervision is significantly larger than what was observed for KITTI, which will be further elaborated
on in the next section.

Table 4.9: Performance of extended models trained on Scania’s data with wide crop of
undistorted images. Better performance is signified by a lower value for the errors (marked
in red), and higher value for the accuracies (marked in green).

velo.
sup.

GC attn MARE MSRE[m] RMSE[m] RMSElog δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253

0.201 5.545 8.156 0.281 0.832 0.925 0.955√
0.248 26.393 10.003 0.302 0.773 0.910 0.947

loss 0.198 4.648 7.753 0.273 0.833 0.927 0.957√
0.191 6.362 7.901 0.266 0.840 0.930 0.959

loss
√

0.211 4.711 7.763 0.281 0.810 0.921 0.954√
0.329 8.204 10.001 0.372 0.729 0.873 0.923√ √
0.295 6.230 9.320 0.340 0.755 0.875 0.927√ √
0.378 10.741 11.606 0.390 0.620 0.850 0.917√ √ √
0.262 4.669 7.987 0.321 0.768 0.882 0.932

From a qualitative perspective, however, two major issues were observed for models trained on
Scania’s data, which were not present in the models trained on the KITTI dataset. Firstly,
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occasional artifacting was observed in the form of infinite depth predictions for the areas of depth
map corresponding to low-texture road regions at the bottom of the image, indicating that such
regions are being perceived stationary during the training. This issue is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
This was observed in all models, both with and without velocity supervision, except the ones
including the geometry consistency. The reason for this was considered to be presence of the
geometry consistency loss term, showing its ability to complement the photometric loss in low-
texture regions where it fails to be informative. Since the issue is sporadic and does not occur for
every image during the training, such mispredictions get penalized by the geometry consistency
term when they do eventually happen for a frame in a training sample. Additionally, since samples
are overlapping (i.e. almost every image can be both the target and the source), these effects will
be able to propagate even through sequences where such artifacting occurs for multiple consecutive
frames.

Figure 4.2: Road artifacting behaviour of models trained on Scania’s data and effects of geometry
consistency loss.

Secondly, models trained with a combination of geometry consistency loss and mask showed a
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tendency to ignore large portions of such problematic objects as cars, choosing to predict the
background depth instead. This issue is shown in Figure 4.3a and its cause was hypothesized to
be a combination of geometry consistency mask and contents of the dataset used for training. By
down-weighting contributions of dynamic objects to the framework’s main appearance-based loss,
geometry consistency mask provides the means to identify and ignore such objects in an attempt
to prevent them from misleading the training. As a result, with the framework not learning from
such an object explicitly, and with the main training objective being appearance-based, it is then
likely that the depth network will resort to treating such objects in the same manner as their
visually similar static counterparts (e.g. parked cars) that the framework is actually able to handle
correctly. However, if these dynamic objects themselves are being consistently ignored, and if the
training data lacks sufficient number of examples with similar static counterparts to learn from,
the framework will not have any means of handling them at all. This argument together with
the fact that the origin for the majority of the training data is footage from the outskirts or a
countryside environment (where the presence of parked cars is limited), it was concluded that
geometry consistency mask is the most likely explanation for the observed behaviour. To confirm
this suspicion, a model that includes the geometry consistency loss but not the mask was trained,
and as can be seen in Figure 4.3b, exclusion of the geometry consistency mask has indeed alleviated
the issue. This led to the conclusion that the geometry consistency mask is not suitable for the
dataset at hand, and it was thus not used in further experiments. In addition, this model still did
not exhibit the road artifacting mentioned previously, which confirms the earlier made assumption
regarding the contribution of specifically the geometry consistency loss to resolution of the issue.
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(a) Models including geometry consistency tend to ignore vehicles on the road

(b) Issue is no longer present in absence of the geometry consistency mask

Figure 4.3: Illustration of geometry consistency mask causing issues with recognition of vehicles
when training on Scania’s data.
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4.2.2 Velocity-supervised finetuning

With the difference in performance between models trained with and without velocity supervision on
Scania’s data being significantly larger compared to what was observed for models trained on KITTI
dataset, further investigation of specifically the velocity supervision loss term was performed. It was
observed that during the first two epochs, velocity supervision loss on both training and validation
sets converges to a certain level very quickly, however past that point, the loss on the validation
set starts stagnating while the training loss keeps improving for another couple of epochs and then
also plateaus. This behaviour is illustrated in the Figure 4.4a and indicates overfitting of the pose
network to the supervision, with the model learning to select the scale in a manner that does not
generalize well outside the training dataset. Such behaviour was not observed while training on
KITTI, which can potentially be explained by a higher variation of speeds present in the training
data, with coefficients of variation for the speeds in the training set being approximately 0.480 for
KITTI and 0.425 in the case of Scania’s dataset.

Interestingly, despite overfitting still being observed for models that included geometry consistency
loss and mask, their quantitative performance on the test set is better, indicating that the constraints
enforced by geometry consistency on the conveyed 3D structure of the scene provide additional
regularization for the depth network that allows it to adjust to the overfit of the pose, to an extent,
and produce predictions that generalize better.

(a) Training the model with velocity
supervision from scratch, overfits on
Scania’s data

(b) Finetuning of a model pre-trained in a
fully self-supervised manner, no overfit

Figure 4.4: Training and validation velocity supervision losses during the full training
and finetuning procedures.

To overcome the issue of the overfit of the pose network to the velocity supervision, finetuning into
the metric scale with the help of velocity supervision was proposed as an alternative to training
with velocity supervision from scratch. Having observed how quickly the velocity supervision loss
converges and subsequently plateaus, indicating that the scale has been appropriated, one would
expect the same to happen if one were to initialize the training procedure that includes velocity
supervision with a model that has already been trained in a fully self-supervised manner. This could
not only prevent the overfitting, but also provide a smoother convergence of velocity supervision
loss since the pose network would have already learned to perform its task and would only need to
adjust the scale of predictions, rather than being constrained by the supervision term from the very
beginning as it only learns to fulfill its role. This additional training would only need to last for
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as long as it takes for velocity supervision loss to converge, and for the depth network to adjust to
the new scale. The final scale-aware model was thus selected as the one having lowest reprojection
loss on the validation set after velocity supervision term has converged and plateaued. It was
empirically observed that additional 10 epochs(half of the normal training session) of finetuning
provide a sufficient window for the scale-ambiguous model to learn and adjust to the new scale.

The finetuning approach was first tested on the base model, and as can be observed in Figure
4.4b, no overfitting occurred while finetuning from the model that had already undergone a fully
self-supervised training session. Quantitative comparison of the base models trained with ”full”
velocity supervision and finetuned with it is presented in Table 4.10. It can be seen that the
finetuning procedure has indeed allowed the pre-trained model to learn the metric scale and that
resolving the overfitting issue has led to a significant gain in performance across all metrics for the
base model trained on Scania data. Despite models trained on KITTI not exhibiting overfitting
to the velocity supervision term, results for KITTI are also presented to exemplify the general
applicability of this approach on another driving dataset, however a very slight improvement in
most metrics compared to ”full” velocity supervision can also be seen.

Table 4.10: Quantitative comparison between the models supervised with velocity
throughout the whole training procedure, and the models initially trained without the
velocity supervision and later finetuned with it.

Dataset
velo.
sup.

MARE MSRE[m] RMSE[m] RMSElog δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253

full 0.329 8.204 10.001 0.372 0.729 0.873 0.923
Scania

finetune 0.218 5.187 8.153 0.293 0.833 0.918 0.949
full 0.117 0.891 5.043 0.207 0.855 0.950 0.978

KITTI
finetune 0.116 0.923 4.977 0.203 0.860 0.954 0.979

The final set of scale-aware models was then obtained by performing the finetuning procedure
of their scale-ambiguous counterparts. However, with earlier observations in mind, the models
including the geometry consistency mask were no longer considered. Quantitative results for this set
of models, earlier trained on Scania’s data in a fully self-supervised manner and now finetuned with
velocity supervision, are presented in Table 4.11. It shows once again that finetuning both enabled
models to learn the metric scale, and resolved the overfitting issue causing a large gap between the
performance of models trained with and without the involvement of velocity supervision.

Table 4.11: Performance of models finetuned with velocity supervision on Scania’s data.
Better performance is signified by a lower value for the errors (marked in red), and higher
value for the accuracies (marked in green).

GC
(loss)

Attn MARE MSRE[m] RMSE[m] RMSElog δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253

0.218 5.187 8.153 0.293 0.833 0.918 0.949√
0.229 8.837 9.024 0.291 0.825 0.920 0.951√
0.222 5.136 8.404 0.296 0.830 0.913 0.947√ √
0.233 6.141 8.856 0.302 0.815 0.908 0.944
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Subsequently it can be observed that the models with addition of geometry consistency loss present a
slight decrease of quantitative performance according to most metrics compared to their counterparts,
both in the case of the base model and the model incorporating self-attention. However, the
models incorporating the geometry consistency loss do not exhibit artifacting of the road surface
as discussed earlier, and would thus still be preferable since the presence of sporadic artifacting
behaviour is not desired in a system aimed at real-world applications and would necessitate supplemental
post-processing steps. Additionally, as was illustrated in Figure 3.6, the region of the image affected
by the artifacting has a poor coverage with LiDAR points. Resolution of this issue is thus poorly
represented by quantitative evaluation since there are only a few areas of the affected region that
have corresponding ground-truth values.

Finetuned models’ metric accuracy was further evaluated by calculating percentage of points whose
predictions fall into the set ranges of [1 , 2 , 5] meters from the corresponding ground-truth depth
value, and results can be found in Table 4.12. It can be observed that models perform fairly well
at close range, with predictions for about 70% of points being on average within a meter from
the respective ground truth value. The model incorporating self-attention appears to be the least
accurate, while the geometry consistency loss tends to both improve the close-range results and
reduce their variation. Results get worse when considering predictions for the points further away,
indicating that the quality of predictions degrades at longer distances.

Table 4.12: Performance of finetuned models as percentage of points with predicted depth
within one, two and five meters from corresponding ground-truth values. Coefficients of
variation of the respective metric across test set are presented in parenthesis.

GC
(loss)

Attn % s.t.:|∆d| < 1m % s.t.:|∆d| < 2m % s.t.:|∆d| < 5m

Depth cap: 10m
0.754(0.206) 0.862(0.127) 0.923(0.080)√
0.695(0.286) 0.859(0.129) 0.926(0.078)√
0.761(0.199) 0.869(0.126) 0.925(0.081)√ √
0.763(0.199) 0.856(0.133) 0.913(0.088)

Depth cap: 200m
0.532(0.247) 0.712(0.147) 0.865(0.074)√
0.460(0.322) 0.680(0.162) 0.861(0.072)√
0.529(0.242) 0.708(0.153) 0.859(0.076)√ √
0.520(0.251) 0.691(0.155) 0.846(0.080)

Lastly, Table 4.13 shows the outcome of the category-wise evaluation of finetuned models. It was
performed using the HRNet[58] semantic segmentation network that was trained and provided by
Scania. It can be seen that models, especially the ones involving the geometry consistency loss,
present excellent performance in the ”ground” category. When moving onto the ”vehicle” and
”poles and signs” categories, performance degrades significantly.

In case of vehicles, performance issues arise due to the fact that dynamic objects break the
framework’s static world assumption. Without their explicit modelling, neither image reconstruction
nor geometry consistency losses are informative for learning a systematically correct way of handling
this class of objects, hence the poor performance. For instance, it was observed that the models in
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consideration have a strong tendency to underestimate depth for moving vehicles.

When it comes to ”poles and signs” category, thin objects and fine structures such as poles and
fences are also a known problematic area for the self-supervised MDE methods. With learning being
directed by a pixel-wise reprojection loss and this class of objects being represented by a relatively
low amount of pixels, it is likely that their representation in the depth map is mostly guided by
the edge-aware smoothness term rather than the quality of predicted depth. This also occasionally
manifests in models ignoring sections of thin objects in favour of the background, as could be seen
earlier on the example of light poles in Figure 4.2. Such an issue was observed to be more strongly
pronounced in models that were trained with involvement of geometry consistency constraints,
especially in the areas near the sky and horizon. This can be explained by the fact that in the case
of wrong projection, geometry consistency loss will likely end up comparing depths predicted for
the pole and its background without the knowledge of which one is correct, and evidently preferring
the one of the background. Mispredictions for these cases, however, have a more severe influence
on the error metrics due to a typically large gap between such objects’ actual depth and the depth
values predicted for their far-away background.

Table 4.13: Results of the category-wise evaluation of the velocity-finetuned models.
Better performance is signified by a lower value for the errors (marked in red), and higher
value for the accuracies (marked in green).

GC
(loss)

Attn MARE MSRE[m] RMSE[m] RMSElog δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253

Ground
0.072 0.378 1.390 0.106 0.975 0.990 0.994√
0.081 0.185 1.339 0.101 0.977 0.994 0.997√
0.059 0.088 1.076 0.076 0.983 0.996 0.999√ √
0.054 0.080 1.049 0.072 0.986 0.997 0.999

Poles and signs
0.296 8.147 7.583 0.305 0.693 0.833 0.902√
0.361 15.375 9.020 0.330 0.635 0.823 0.893√
0.421 11.355 9.422 0.370 0.626 0.776 0.854√ √
0.454 11.610 9.550 0.387 0.555 0.769 0.857

Vehicles
0.308 2.692 6.164 0.442 0.431 0.610 0.755√
0.300 3.554 6.659 0.426 0.476 0.633 0.767√
0.325 4.159 7.120 0.446 0.389 0.595 0.793√ √
0.308 3.516 6.744 0.413 0.447 0.633 0.808

4.2.3 Performance visualizations

Performance of the velocity-finetuned set of models is visualised in Figures 4.5-4.7.
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Figure 4.5: Visualizations of velocity-finetuned models’ performance on Scania’s data. Models
perform very well for the road surface, however they struggle with moving vehicles and thin objects
such as signs, light-poles and branches of trees, especially at longer distances.
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Figure 4.6: Visualizations of the velocity-finetuned models’ performance on Scania’s data. Models
manage to make relatively accurate prediction for the parked cars while struggling with the moving
ones, likely distinguishing between them based on their location relative to the road. Thin bushes
at the right edge are ”ignored” in favour of the building in their background.
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Figure 4.7: Visualizations of the velocity-finetuned models’ performance on Scania’s data.
Pedestrians in the right corner are identified fairly well. Models’ tendency to ”ignore” sections
of thin objects in the regions close to the horizon can be observed; for instance, a tree trunk in the
left edge of predictions.
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4.2.4 Generalization to a different camera

Sensor systems of autonomous vehicles are typically equipped with multiple cameras at different
locations and even if these cameras are of the same model, their intrinsic parameters will be slightly
different. Since gathering the data and training dedicated depth estimation network for every single
camera in the setup would be unfeasible in a mass-production scenario, some extent of robustness
to the change in camera’s intrinsic parameters and viewpoint is desired so that a single network
could be trained and deployed, at least in the case where cameras are of the same model and are
facing the same direction.

All imagery utilized to train models on Scania’s data this far was captured by a single forward-
facing camera located at the top-left corner of a bus. To gain a sense of the models’ abilities
to generalize to a different camera, a quantitative assessment was performed by evaluating these
models on the second test sequence with data originating from another forward-facing camera
mounted at the top-right corner. Both cameras are of the same model and their intrinsic parameters
vary very slightly, however they are located at different positions and have differing orientations.
Results are summarized in the Tables 4.14 and 4.15, where one can observe that depth estimation
performance has dropped compared to when predictions are made for the images coming from the
same camera the network was trained for, indicating that models do acquire some form of bias to
the viewpoint. Judging by the metric accuracies presented in Table 4.15, models that involve the
geometry consistency loss and self-attention are more sensitive to the change in viewpoint. This
could be expected since both of them make models utilize more geometrical information from the
scene during training, so when the way in which the scene is presented to the network changes, such
models have a hard time identifying geometrical cues they are used to observing. Nonetheless, the
differences are not considered to be drastic, especially considering the fact that the naive predictor
for this test set also shows worse performance, which likely indicates that this test set might be
somewhat more challenging.

Table 4.14: Evaluation of models trained on the data originating from top-left camera on
the test set with footage from the top-right camera. Better performance is signified by a
lower value for the errors (marked in red), and higher value for the accuracies (marked in
green).

velo. sup.
finetune

GC
(loss)

attn MARE MSRE[m] RMSE[m] RMSElog δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253

Avg. gt. mean 0.693 7.378 11.055 0.626 0.263 0.499 0.694
0.251 4.206 8.533 0.313 0.713 0.884 0.944√
0.255 4.131 8.507 0.313 0.688 0.881 0.944√
0.258 3.972 8.145 0.316 0.705 0.876 0.941√ √
0.251 3.352 7.318 0.308 0.713 0.885 0.945√
0.242 3.635 8.252 0.315 0.713 0.875 0.939√ √
0.275 4.853 9.246 0.332 0.684 0.864 0.934√ √
0.284 4.659 8.620 0.335 0.702 0.862 0.928√ √ √
0.287 4.774 8.512 0.330 0.703 0.870 0.934
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Table 4.15: Performance of velocity-finetuned models on the data from different camera,
expressed in terms of average proportion of points whose predictions fall within [1, 2, 5]
meters range from the corresponding ground-truth value. Coefficients of variation across
the test set are presented in parenthesis.

GC
(loss)

Attn % s.t.:|∆d| < 1m % s.t.:|∆d| < 2m % s.t.:|∆d| < 5m

Depth cap: 10m
0.697(0.260) 0.834(0.171) 0.953(0.064)√
0.593(0.352) 0.803(0.185) 0.950(0.068)√
0.667(0.283) 0.811(0.189) 0.930(0.091)√ √
0.654(0.301) 0.809(0.190) 0.922(0.101)

Depth cap: 200m
0.400(0.253) 0.567(0.182) 0.786(0.102)√
0.318(0.358) 0.511(0.212) 0.771(0.110)√
0.360(0.309) 0.540(0.213) 0.769(0.120)√ √
0.373(0.330) 0.547(0.205) 0.773(0.110)

These results show that models are not overly sensitive to changes in the camera’s intrinsic parameters
and viewpoint, and that it is likely that using combined imagery from cameras with somewhat
differing intrinsic parameters and viewpoints would not cause issues for training of a single depth
estimation network that can be deployed for multiple similar cameras. This would likely both
alleviate the observed degradation of performance and make the resulting depth predicting network
more robust. Training such a network, however, would require creating multiple datasets and likely
take more time, so it was not performed in this thesis and left as future work.

4.2.5 Inference times

Measured inference times can be found in Table 4.16, where it can be seen that the utilization of
the light ResNet18-based depth network architecture results in fairly fast inferences, being able to
produce predictions at the rate of over 50FPS even when operating on the full ground-truth image
resolution.

Table 4.16: Inference times measured for the depth network.

Input image
resolution

Attention
block

Average time
[ms]

Average FPS

768x320
10.4 96.2√
11.8 84.6

1024x640
17.1 58.5√
18.1 55.2

In practice, such inference rates will likely be constrained by data acquisition rates and competition
between different applications for limited computational resources onboard an autonomous vehicle.
However, fast inference times are still desired since they imply shorter occupation of computational
resources and consequentially, lower delay introduced into the system by the depth network, leaving
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more room for other real-time applications and speeding up the perception pipeline.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

The main objective of the thesis was to train and evaluate self-supervised monocular depth estimation
networks on Scania’s data. Two frameworks, SC-SfMLearner[31] and Monodepth2[15], were considered
for the task and a number of models were successfully trained on both the KITTI[17] and Scania’s
datasets. Monodepth2[15] was selected as a baseline due to better performance observed on both
datasets. Its ResNet18[22]-based depth network architecture is light, enabling fast inference times
considered viable for real-time application even with incorporation of the self-attention block.
The final set of scale-aware models trained on Scania’s data have shown great depth estimation
performance of the road surfaces, however they were observed to struggle with dynamic and thin
objects. It is thus concluded that the obtained models, in their current state, would not be
suitable for deployments as a reliant, standalone source of depth information and will require further
development. Nonetheless, they could still be useful to obtain the major structure of the scene,
such as nearby road surfaces and buildings at a higher rate and with a higher density than LiDAR.
It is evident that explicit modelling of dynamic objects[60] is necessary if their absolute depth is of
interest. However, despite predictions for the dynamic objects being incorrect in the global scheme
of the scene, they could potentially be useful when considered within the local context; for instance,
to perform clustering and extract local information such as objects’ extent and heading which may
be valuable for other applications within the perception pipeline.

Velocity supervision
Supervision of the relative translation predicted by the pose network making use of the vehicle’s
velocity data was considered as a means to resolve the monocular scale-ambiguity and was confirmed
to be effective in enabling the self-supervised monocular depth estimation framework to learn to
make predictions using the metric scale. A closer investigation of the effects of the directions of
the translational components being supervised and the components of the velocity data used for
supervision was performed. It was observed that explicit supervision of the separate components
of the predicted translational vector with the corresponding velocity data leads to poor quality of
learned scale, implying that leaving ”loose” components without supervision enables the framework
to settle for a local minimum with a scale that generalizes poorly. At the same time, supervision of
the magnitude of a full translational vector was observed to be fairly insensitive to the components
of the velocity used for supervision. This suggests that when considering the driving scenario,
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there is no need to adjust the loss formulation to sophisticated velocity measurements and that
supervision of the magnitude of a full predicted translational component is sufficient as long as the
velocity data used for supervision includes the dominant, typically forward, component.

Furthermore, a risk for the overfit of the pose predicting network to the velocity supervision was
observed on the models trained on Scania’s data where it led to a poor quality of the learned scale.
To this end, the velocity-supervised finetuning strategy is proposed as an alternative to employing
the velocity supervision throughout the whole training session. The finetuning procedure has proven
to be able to both resolve the observed overfitting issue and allow the depth predicting network to
learn the desired scale. It has proven effective even when applied to models trained on the KITTI
dataset, where no overfit was observed, showing the general applicability of the velocity-supervised
finetuning approach to teaching the self-supervised monocular depth estimation framework the
metric scale, with an additional benefit of doing so without requiring the networks to be retrained
from scratch.

Geometry consistency
Incorporation of SC-SfMLearner[14]’s geometry consistency loss and mask to the Monodepth2[15]
framework yielded only minor quantitative and qualitative improvements when training on the
KITTI[17] dataset. Observed effects were much more pronounced in the case of training on Scania’s
data, where the geometry consistency loss has clearly proven to be an informative complement to
the photometric error in the low-texture regions of the image. The meaningfulness of its constraints
on the 3D structure of the scene conveyed by the predictions for consecutive frames being further
endorsed by the fact that it was able to, to an extent, regularize the depths predicted by the models
overfitting to the velocity supervision, resulting in a slightly better generalization. Despite the
undesired consequences of vehicles’ ”transparency” in the resulting depth maps when training on
Scania’s data, the claims regarding geometry consistency mask’s effectiveness at identifying pixels
corresponding to dynamic objects have nevertheless also been confirmed.

Self-attention
Similar to geometry consistency, only marginal differences were observed in conjunction with
introduction of a self-attention mechanism[52][53] into the bottleneck between depth network’s
encoder and decoder, where a ResNet18[22]-based depth network encoder is hypothesized to be too
light to realise its potential. Another explanation may be the fact that attention mechanism is
being applied to the feature map with the lowest spatial resolution and/or a rather modest choice
for the number of intermediate embeddings’ dimensions used by the attention mechanism.

Evaluation
It is also necessary to emphasize that despite best efforts to filter out Scania’s ground truth data
with misalignment between positions of objects in the image and the corresponding point cloud
(caused by imperfect synchronization between the camera and the LiDAR as well as LiDAR’s
rolling shutter), sorting was performed manually and by visual inspection. Misalignment is likely
still present due to a human factor, even though to a lesser extent, and serves as an additional source
of error in the evaluation that is more pronounced in the case of vehicles and objects like poles, signs
and trees. The test sets used to evaluate models trained on Scania’s data are thus inherently biased,
and the quantitative evaluation results should be interpreted only as a very general indication of
performance.
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Future work

Hyperparameter tuning

No extensive hyperparameter search was performed in the scope of this thesis, so it is likely that
more optimal training parameters and/or loss weights could lead to improvements in performance.

Optimize inference

With regards to real time performance, the inference times of the trained models could be further
improved by implementing TensorRT[61] optimization.

Further investigation of self-attention

For the experiments involving addition of self-attention mechanism into the depth network performed
in this thesis, attention was only applied to the feature map on a single scale with the lowest spatial
resolution. Applying the attention mechanism to the feature maps used by the decoder to make
predictions at higher resolutions, or even at each of the decoding stages, might yield better results.
In addition, judging by attention-block’s influence on inference times in its current configuration,
there is room for increase of the intermediate key, query and value embedding’s dimensions, which
could lead to stronger effects on performance.

Expansion of Scania’s dataset

Despite the dataset formed from Scania’s data in the scope of this thesis being similar in size to
KITTI[17], it presents a limited amount of scenarios and mostly contains scenery from the outskirts
of town, with all data having been gathered during spring. The trained models’ performance and
ability to generalize would very likely benefit from the dataset getting expanded and diversified to
include more urban and suburban scenery as well as seasonal variations.

Train on data from multiple cameras

As mentioned earlier, autonomous vehicle’s sensor setup normally includes multiple cameras mounted
at different locations, however training a dedicated depth network for each of them specifically
would be problematic. The scalability of the considered depth estimation approach would thus
benefit greatly from the ability to train a single depth estimation network deployable for multiple
cameras, at the very least in the case of having multiple cameras of the same model facing the same
direction. Experimental results presented in Section 4.2.4 already suggest that trained models
can, to an extent, generalize to a similar camera with a different viewpoint. However, it would
be of interest to see how well would a single network trained on data from multiple such cameras
perform, and whether additional variation of the viewpoint in the training data would make the
depth estimation performance more robust to changes in camera’s location.
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